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MEMORANDUM

November 1, 1993

TO:

Administrative Staff Cow1cil Representatives

FROM:

Judy Donald, ASC-PWC Subcommittee
Duane Whitmire, ASC-PWC Subcommittee
Jea1me Wlight, ASC-PWC Subc.onunittee

R.E:

Survey on Distribution of Salary Pool Dollars via the Merit System

A subeommit.tee of the Achninist.rative Staff Council Personnel Welfare Committee
has been charged to "Review and make recoimllHldations on dist.li.bution of next.
salary pool dollars via the merit systE-m. Fact(,rs in this process include the
combination of the past three fiscal yE-ars without any melit consideration with the
current fiscal year".
One method to meet this charge is to sw·vey Administrative Staff Council
representatives in an attempt to gather information that will be used in the
formulation of reconm1endations. Please eomplt:te and return the enclo::ed ~tuvey
to .Judy Donald in Continuing Education hy November 12. 1993.
Thank you, in advance, fbr taking the r.~w minutes to respond to the survey.

'~~~~
~~~c.,,.... ·~~ Bowling Green State lTniversity

Cniv~r:ity

Conlptltt!r ScrviceJ

2(;9 H1y~s H1ll
Bowling Green, (•hio 4340J-0125
(419)372-2911

·~ t-~'

·~·

Fax: (419) 327-7723

MEMORANDUM

TO:

December 2, 1993

Norma Stickler, Chair
Personnel Welfare Committee

f)?V

FROM:

Duane Whitmire, Member
PWC Subcommittee on Melit Raises

RE:

Status Report

Per your request, below please find a status report summarizing the work of the
PWC Subcommittee on Merit Raises at this point in time .
•Judy Donald, .Jeanne, \Vright., and myself have been 8erving on a subcommittee that
is charged to "Review and m:.=tke recommendations on distribution of next salary
pool dollars via the merit system. Factors in this process inelude the combination of
the past three fiscal years \Vithout any merit consideration with the current fiscal
year".
On November 1, a Melit. Raise Survey was sent to 38 administrative staff
representatives as a pilot study in an attempt to gather information that will be
used in the formulation of recommendations. By the November 1~ deadline for
survey returns, 1H (50%) responses had been received.
Although no concrete conclusions could be. drawn from the small pilot study~ some
general observations were possible.
• There appears to be a lack of standru·d rritelia to
evaluate merit.
• There seems to be inconsistencies in awarding melit
monies.
• Based on the few evaluation forms received, there are
different forms used for the evaluation process.
• It may be difficult to award merit on a retroactive basis
due to changes in supervisors, lack of documentation~
etc.
The pilot 8tudy proved valuable in gathering preliminary infcJrmation that can be
used to obtain more extensive feedback to assist our subeonuuittee in making
recommendations relative to merit raises. We will be meeting tomorrow to
determine our next com·se of action.
If you need any additional information, please feel free to contact me.
pc:

J. Donald
G. Jordan
J. Wright

iiJ
~.ail 5~1~ ·~
,..,7,_,_--...
...~ ~

Ur.ivercity C.:.mpul·:r ServiO:!~
2•:•9 I·byec I-I:ill
D·:.wling Gr~en, Ohi.:. 434li3-Co1.:!:5

Bowling Green State University

-~·

(41~•)372-2911

Fax: (419) 327-7723

MEMORANDUM

January 14, 1994

TO:

Norma Stickler, Chair- Pt>rs01mt>l Welfare Conmrittee

FROM:

Duane Whitmii.·e, Chair- PWC Subcommittee on Merit Raises
Judy Donald, PWC Subcommittee on Metit Raises
Jeanne Wright, PWC SubcommittA:le on Merit Raises

RE:

Final Report

As you know, the ASC- PWC Subcommittee on Merit Raises has been diligently
working the last few months collecting information from Admhristrative Staff to
meet om· charge to "Review and make recommendations on disbibution of next
salary pool dollars via the metit system. Factors in this process include the
combination of the past three fiscal years without any merit consideration with the
ctu·rent fiscal year".
Annritial pilot Melit Raise Smvey was sent to 38 Adnrinistrative Staff Com1cil
representatives to gather preliminary information that eould be used to fine tune a
SUl'Vey instnmwnt to sc:-nd to a broader group of administrative staff. The 50°~·
response rate to our pilot. smvey proved valuable in formulating the final
instrument.
On December 7, 199:3 the final version of the 1993 Merit Raise Swvey was sent to a
random sample of 200 administrative st.aff. A total of 48 usable smveys were
retm·ned (24°(, response rate) by the due date. The subeonunit.t.ee then analyzed the
rettu'llS on both a quantitative and qualitative basis which led to the formulation of
conclusions and recommendation8 that ru·e listed in the Executive Summary.

In an attempt to include all pertnltmt information in this report~ the following items
are presented for review by all administrative staff members or other interested
pru·ties: 1) 1 Page ASC-PWC Executive St1Dllllai'Y 2·, Copy of the 2 Page 1993 Me1it.
Raise Stuvey, 3) 1 Page ASC-PWC Medt Raise Smvey Quantitative Results. 4) 12
Page ASC-PWC Merit Raise Survey Qualitative Results, ru1d 5) Appendix ASamples of Evaluation Forms.
Hopefully, the work of the ASC-PWC Subcommittee on Medt Raises will prove
valuable to both ASC ru1d central administration as decisions on awarding melit are
made. Both Judy Donald and .Jeanne Wright should be conunended for their efforts
associated with the work of this subcommittee. lfyouneed any additional
information, please feel fi·ee to contact me.
pc:

G. Jordan, Chair- Adnriiristrative Staff Council
R. Waddle, Chair- ASC Salary Committee

,

'

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
PERSONNEL WELFARE COMMITTEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON MERIT RAISES

SUBCOMMITTEE MEMBERS

JUDY DONALD
DUANE WHITMIRE
JEANNE WRIGHT

COMPLETION DATE

JANUARY 14, 1994

1993 Merit Raise Survey
The purpose of tltis survey is to expl•Jre pnx:edures for proper distribution ,)[
merit raise motties to administrative s.taff members when designated money is available.
Thank you for completing the following questions. Please return this completed

form with a copy of a standardized performance evaluation by Friday,
December 17th.

1. h1 your area, who completes your employc.e perfotmance evaluation?
Name: -----------------------Area: -------------------------Title:--=-------,----la. When was your last perfmrnance evaluation? __________
(year)
b. When were you first employed at BGSU? _______
(month)
(year)

2. What standardized fom1 (jf any) is used for your perf.:1tmance evaluation? (Please

attach a blank evaluation form to this survey, if possible.)
3. Does the stm1dan:lized fonn adequatdy r~.~flect Y•)tlf perf•Jnnance evaluatkm?
_ _yes _ _no
3 a. Please explain the reason for y.:1ur answer:

4. How often is the employee perfonnance evaluation process completed?
_____annually ___twice a year _other
(plet7Se specify
time ft-ame)
5. If merit raises were to be distributed, would your performance evaluation be an
objective measurement f.:1r the distlibution of merit d·:Jllars?
___yes
no
5 a. Please explain the reason f.:1r Y•)Ur answer:
5 b. Does your perfonnance evaluation list specific criteria to be
achieved for merit dollar distribution?
no
______y,es

6. Would distribution •Jf merit dollars b·Jost mm-zile?
_____yes
no
6 a. Please explain the reason for your answer:

7. What percentage of the salary pool should be distributed f,x merit raises?
(note previous ft:nTnula 60% acr.:•ss the board+ 40% merit.):
___ 100% across the board + no merit
______ 100% merit + none across the board
_____ 75% across the bom-d + 25% merit

------ 60% across the board + 40 % rnerit
----- 50 % across the board + 50% medt

_____ 40 % across the board + 60% melit
_____.25% across the board + 75% merit
_ _ _ other _ _ (please specify)
S. If the approved monies for a potential raise in inc.)JYte, is less than the cost of living
increase. sh•Juld the entire percentage be distributed across the board with no metit
consideration?
_ _ _yes
no
8 a. Please explain the reason for your answer.

9. When merilmonies m·e available, should a P•Jrtion of this merit be awarded,
retroactively, as compensation for past yems of perfonnance, when merit was not
available?
_ _yes _ _no
9 a. Please explain tho: reason for Y•:Jur answer:

Other comments concerning merit raises:

Please return to: Judy Donald in
Continuing Eclucati.Jn or Jeanne Wright
Student Health Service
Thank you for your
consideration.
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ASC-PWC Merit Raise Survey Qualitative Results
(48 Usable Surveys)
3. Does the standardized form adequately reflect your performance
evaluation?
• Yes, because there is plenty of room to add detailed ~omn1ents, and there are
guidelines, but the guidelines are fairly general.
• My position deals more with clay-to-day operational work load. The sm-vey is
geared toward an achninistrator.
• I may add information, as well as highlight certain points, as I wish, without the
constraint of a form.
• Current evaluation form does not incorporate job duties but evaluation of overall
performance - not job specific.
• We complete these forms ourselves. Supervisor will add their comments and
that's that.
• Performance goals are developed by both supet-visor and myself.
• No- doesn't reflect all that I do
• It's difficult to be evaluated when your supe1-visor really does not know what you
do. It also adds difficulty to the evaluation when you have never received goals as
expectations.
• I've never seen the form.
• Professor trys to sm-vey the regular users of our set-vices. Sometimes they do not
reply. Other times the sm-vey misses some speeial users who received alot of help
in the past year,
• No standardized form.
• My director is very thorough on evaluations - howevt~I\ the form is not very
thorough. It could go the other way depending on the evaluator.
• Goes into details and goals.
• Inclusive of my responsibility.
• My supe1-visor smnmarizes significant critical incidents that occm-red during the
past year. We discuss tllis and add any items I t.llink are appropriate.
• Mutually agreed upon goals are set. Evaluation is done on those goals.

• It gives strengths and areas of improvement.
• Every year we seem to use a different one, and I disagree with how they are
written.
• The memo responds to information in my job description.
• I never saw one.
• I am able to develop full particulars which helps describe productivity objectively.
• I developed this format in conjunction with the conm1ittee responsible for
direction and approval; however, when my job grew as a result of new facilities,
the description did not change (only the amount of work necessary).
• I am not evaluated on "client satisfaction" for those I help, both inside and outside
our department. The emphasis is on an appropriate quantity of work. rather
than "going the extra nrile" in working well with others.
• On the paper, all you see are the end results but not all the work that was put
forth to get those end results.
• I don't feel it does, because it has never really been taken se1iously.
• Covers tlu·ee categmies.
• My evaluation is more closely done with our am1ual report.

• She sees me once in the classroom and miginally evaluated me on that visit. She
sets goals (sometimes um·easonable) and then gives her ctiticism.
• It does for the most part., but no one evaluates me on the basis of student
evaluations or teaching performance. I'm only evaluated on adnrinistrative
duties.
• It really doesn't take into

acl~ount

extra work done or effort put forth.

• Needs to include a section perhaps, on supervision; although I usually include it
.
d du t'·.1es and respons1'b'l't'
und er "ass1gne
1 1 tes ".
• Adequately- yes: howev,~r, it is long and contains ratings that most admhristrative
types do not perform. Seven pages is a bit long.
• Many times other projects are assigned mid yeru· and they are often not included
in the evaluation.
• It is not objective. Rather, it. is subjective based on the rater's personal feelings
about the employee.

9
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• Could be better- it's the general standardized university form.

5. H merit raises were to be distributed, woulcl your performance
evaluation be an objective measuretnent for the distribution of merit
dollars?
• Ideally, that should be the standard - however, each supervisor treats evaluations
somewhat differently- some have high e:\.]>ectations and may consider an 8 to be
excellent while others tu·e g·enerous in giving out lO's. There is too much
inconsistency from supervisor to supervisor for evaluations to be the only
criterion.
• It has always been used to determine meiit.
• Only if accm·ately completed by the supervisor. Also, only significant
contributions can be accepted. Often we simply list all the tasks we complete, in
some cases even those required of the job, and regardless of how important.
• We have a list outlining and assigning point values to items for merit
consideration.
0

Many performance evaluations are based on the evaluator's personal opinions of
employee and therefore is not objective.

• These evaluations would need to be done quarterly or semi-annually.
• There are certain requirements that have to be met. each fiscal year and they are
clear cut and obtainable.
• Sometimes right. before evaluations are done something may go wrong and ymu·
evaluation isn't reflective of the job you have done all year or may have personal
problems (not objective) brought into it.
• Absolutely not.
• The evaluation identifies strengths and weaknesses.
• He really has no idea what we do.
• Only if there was a good response to the sm-vey and spedalusers are included.
• Performance evaluation does not well reflect cost. savings and increased program
demands.
• I trust that my director would evaluate me accurately, but how do the vice
presidents make these decisions? We havE" very little contact. with them.
• Not in the past based on other supervisors!

Jo
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• However, in our office we do have a point system - objective for merit dollars. This
was established by staff themselves.
• As objective as possible when my merit pool includes two part-time faculty
members who are also program directors.
• Because we look at set goals and evaluate against it as well as performance and
responsibilities taken over and above set goals.
• It's not how well you do yom· job, it's how many goals you can think of and
accomplish.
• I don't think being late for work, when I work hours after 5:00 is a dear indication
of my performance.
• It desetibes what I do.
• I meet with the Dean at the beginning of August and develop goals for the year.
• I don't believe that complex responsibilities can be measm·ed very objectively.
especially when the results of a performance are qualitative and not quantitative
for the most part. It. depends on the evaluator.
• I believe the supervisor should be the person to dist.ribute merit awards.
• It is not a personal evaluation.

• Since I've been here the VP has always distributed merit pay evenly, I believe at
least I can say for sm·e I've always got exactly the average figure.
• Too broad on the form- hard to objectively measm·e merit defining what should be
done vs. what is expected.
• The fact that as a f-t.ul-time employee I work on average 70-80 hom·s per week.
what I make doesn't reflect the hom·s I put in. Espedally since I don't get paid
overtime, I think a merit raise would be asstm1ed without an evaluation .
• Form is not objective in nattu·e.
• Initiative to go "above and beyond" is not taken into acc.ow1t on tlris evaluation.
• It would give me merit in my area - However~ I am not sm·e the format was
objeetive or quantifiable.

• I believe performance reports, on the
top 5% of ratings.

whole~

to be over rated. Everyone is in the

• Probably, but there is some subjectivity when evaluating others!

II
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• It is basic<:uly a subjective evaluation form. Merit itself is always going to be
distributed subjectively. With a set. pool of money, a supervisor \vill always see
that the people he/she determines to be meritmi.ous are rewarded accordingly.
• The evaluation is too general and subjective.
• I would say the director favor8 me over other employees because I'm young and
new, and because I t~1 in an area that is not her expe~rtise, therefore she is not
very critical in my evali1ation.
• The evaluation is very 8ubjective. Since she has a degree in reacting~ she is very
critical of me.

6. Would distribution of merit dollars boost morale?
• Metit u1creases only add a few hundred dollars to my 8alary, it is not a motivator
and there's too many other factors affecting morale for a few hundred dollars to
make a difference.
• Su1ce the cutbacks have been initiated, most. of u8 have been given adclitional
work loads with little or no rE~ward. Anything would be viewed as a reward.
• Those individuals who continually exceed the duties outlined in their job
descriptions should be compensated.
• Employees who give an extra effort to their jobs should be rewarded. If there is no
recognition, many people will wonder why they shouldn't just do the minimum
effort. to get by.
• Ifbased on objective performance indicators, overachievers would be rewarded.
• It's been too long that faculty have gotten more money than administrative staff.

• It depends on the individual and the work environment. For myself. I think it
would boost morale to a certain extent.
• With budget and personnel cutbacks, we are asked to assume more and more
responsibility for the same pay. It would be nice to receive a merit raise.
• Yes, because you are rewarded for yow· hard work. No~ because if someone in the
office gets meti.t pay then most likely everyone will get it. or a discrimination
lawsuit may come about. Criteria needs to be fiJrmulated for merit pay.
• Yes, if performance could he evaluated fairly and objectively.
• Individuals would be rewarded for going above and beyond - creative new ideas
would be more likely to surface.
• Any positive measw·e would boost morale.

~~
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• But I really do not like merit- tr,yingJ,_o;get.:t.nerit ULkes away from your real job.
The job you were hired to do!
• I think that a little extra ~t times helps an employee to feel valued.

• Despite signifiet1ntly increased job duties and responsibilities~ I have had negative
salary growth. With little outside appreciation of work~ merit would he a sign of
appreciation.
• The only thing that would concern me is consistency between areas. Do vice
presidents make the same kind of decisions? Criteria?
• Doing more than just the job.
• The pools are typically so small that mor~ problems are created with a merit pool
than across the board raises. But some merit is good to reward truly meritorious
people.
~

It helps in achieving goals and gives satisfaction for a job well done.

• Morale boosts are short term.
• There is too much subjeetivit.y in the distribution of merit increases. Some
supervisors give everyone the same percentage.
• Sometimes I feel that. we are not appreciated, and since it's too hard to tell
someone how well they ru·e doing I think monetary compensation would help.
• There are mru1y other factor8 besides the pittance used for merit raises that
influence morale.
• It is possible in my position t.o really put forth extra effort in development.
Psychologically, I think merit reinforces performance. However. I am not
dependant on it.

• Maybe. It depends on the person distributing it. I have seen merit dollars used
wisely, and I have seen it abused.
• Although the merit dollars would be small, the mental feeling that someone
appreciates yom· efforts goes a fru· distance.
• Nu one on this campus (that I'm aware ofl truly appreciates the work that. gets

done. By rewarding with merit, you feel you've done a good job.
• Unless there were signific·ant. pools for a long period of time and merit were
established to match that pool, it would he divisive and muair to many of my
staff.

%
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• Anytime one receives an addition::u show of appreciation it's a boost in morale.
• I am doing fine regardless - If you like your job and are doing your best that
should be enough of a satisfaction.
• For me, yes. For other members of my area, no. Me!it. rewards those who work
hard, however some people who evaluate employees have a different concept of
working hard.
• It may well enhance performance, too.
• Usually, but it needs to be done fairly; otherwise morale can decrease. Research
indicates that the merit system may detrimentally increase competition instead
of teamwork within an office. What about team merit?
• Merit is normally expected. Getting it then is not a
merit is a punishment.

reward~

but Not getting high

• One should be rewarded for a job well done.
• Yes, if given in a timely fashion and if everyone was evaluated equally.
• Those receiving less or no merit dollars may respond negatively if they perceive
they deserve more.
• As I mentioned before, the hom·s I put in at night and on weekends without the
extra pay. Knowing there would be a little extra money would help.
• Everyone should be doing their job.
• People appreciate recognition - Money is a very concrete way to recognize
performance.
• Unless it was totally from the ba~dc salary pool. As long as someone's merit comes
at the expense of other staff within an area, it will be viewed negatively.

8. If the approved monies for a potential raise in income is less than the
cost of lh ing increase, should the entire }>ercentage be distdbuted
across the boarcl with no merit consideration?
7

• We should at least get cost ofliving increase annually.
• Cost of living is more important.
• Cost of living should be the minimum consideration for a raise. We should not
have to go above and beyond our job duties just to get cost of living!
• Each employee regardless of merit should be given the opporttmity to keep up
with the cost of living increases.

/'f8

• Unfortw1ately, we would have to be on the same level with the cost of living- how
sad it would be if someone got a big fat mc:-rit increase while others would in
essence be losing money.
• I have to say across the bom·d, bel'.anse a few do not ever deserve a raise- but that
would be unfair to the majority of hard workers who may deserve a raise to the
cost of living.
• Everyone needs the additional money to keep up with the:- cost ofliving. I don't
like it when part-time people are discriminated against getting monies- full-time
people were given money to compensate:- for the rise in health insm·ance and parttime were not.
• Even those who only "put in their time" should be given a raise- no one should go
without.
• Too much trouble to break down a small percentage for an increase.
• A higher percentage could be across the boru·d, but there are always special
reasons why a few merit dollars are needed.
• I hate working here, but I am stuck here now with family and other concerns. I
have had income loss while clas~dfied received steps ru1d other adnrinistrators
with less responsibility have been slotted into higher paying positions.
• It would be crazy to haggle over 5%.
• It is only fair.
• Across the board raises are appropriate when raises are less than the cost of
living.
• Cost of living adjustments (if available) are basic rights of all employees and as
much as possible employees should he guaranteed of that.
• The amow1t of m.:nit is meaningless.
• There are a number of classified employees who are very highly paid) and there
are a number of administrative employees who are not very lrighly paid.
• To he fair. everyone deserves at least cost of living.
• ~here are too many subjective aspects to merit raises to deny cost of living 1 ~
Increases to all staff.
• Morale runs very low when raises do not meet the cost of living. Low morale
impacts on efficiency and ability to work in the environment.
• Everyone needs a cost of living raise. Otherwise, morale would suffer.

iS
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• Not one person should be denied his/her cost ofliving adjustment; merit should be
given out only when available.
• There wouldn't be enough to even realize merit.
• We should not penalize anyone if we c~an't guarantee they aren't losing money by
working here another year.
• We should all share in adversity.
• I'm not sure merit money eould be objectively distributed.
• As of now I barely live from month to month, so any raise would be nice.
• Employees need basic raises to meet cost ofliving increases.
• Merit is supposed to be an incentive to go above and beyond. If the
incentive is not consistent, people get discouraged, causing nE-gative effects
on their performance.
• Everyone should at least get a cash and living raise.
• It's pretty obvious!
• Everyone should at least. get COLA amount.
• For morale reasons.
• Some work harder than others, but everyone deserves some merit
consideration.
• Goes back to taking food out of proper mouths.

9. When merit monies are available, should a J>Ortion of this melit be
awardee], retroactively, as compensation for past years of performance
when merit was not available?
• It would help.
• It would be nice, but is it feasible?

• The entire history of a person's University service should be considered.
Consistency is important. One should not be hindered because of a "bad"
financial year.
• I feel that it is tmfair to have a staff member who has only been employed here for
one or two years and has never had the opportwlity to compete for merit in the
same pool with someone who is including tllings from three years ago.

1/

lfo
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• This method would not. take into consideration_ contribuLions of employees who
have terminated their services with the University.
• That would be far too costlyo

• It would boost morale and say thanks for all yom· hard work!
• Too hard to remember back 2 or 3 yeaxs plus "a portion" would once again be
difficult to figure/calculate.

• It would depend on how much funding was available both across the board and for
melit. There. are some who deserve a retro merit for their extra work dming lean
times.
• So should market adjustments. If you stay here, are loyal and work hard your pay
is static while high tm·n over jobs result in continuing increases in salary.
• Start fresh.
• I think the entire time period since the last merit should be used to decide and
distribute the entire melit.
• A person may have two good meritorious years and one year that is not and
should not lose merit because of this.
• If you want to do that, what about c.ost of living adjustments which were not given
during financially difficult times.

• Too hard to remember what. was "meritorious"- too subjective when you go back
that far.
• I don't think there is any way past merit increases can be fairly disttibuted.
Supervisors are not going to remember the good deeds.
• There are some years that your performance is based on circumstances and
situations.
• Doing so would take more money away from people who currently deserve it.
• No. I say tllis simply because we have a major financial crunch at the moment. I
don't think we could afford it.
• The reasons for merit or lack of it. get too cloudy if they're over a year old.
• If tllis were the case, then everyone would at least have hope that their efforts
would pay off eventually.

• I don't think there will ever be enough to make it worthwhlle.

/7
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• It is not fair to penalize those who did great work when nothing was available and
reward others just by chance when money is available.
• Any monetary awards would be appreciated by employees.
• Not more than two or tlu·ee years.
• Good, hard work deserves reward.
• Of course, I have a biased opinion since I've never been eligible for merit
(1st year on the job- not eligible, last t.lu·ee years- none available)
• I do not believe in retro-pay, besides, how will you measure performance on
previous years, age, fi.iendship, and how many years back?
• If monies were available, it would boost morale and help with
administrative staff attitudes.
• Persons not achieving merit inereast-s would be penalized even more.
• They should have gotten it then, so ifit.'s available now~ why not?
• Merit should rt-fleet performance since the last metit distiibution.
• If using a pool approach, maybe yes. If using % approach~ no.

Other comments concerning merit raises:
• I was told that 30 hour, academic yt-ar administrative staff employees were not
eligible for medt raises.
,
• All employees should be part of the pool and part-time should no.t be
discdminated against, especially since they (BGSlT) aren't hhing many full-time
people anymore!
• People work so hard to get mt-1it. that they neglect what they were hired for.
• The other tiring that concerns me is that some supervisors might "gloss" over
evaluations when they don't want to hw.-t a staff member financially.
• A concern I have always had is that metitmious service has never been dearly
defined. Merit raist-s should probably not be given w.1til salary inequities are
straightened out.
• If the salary pool is lt-ss than -:~:q·,, I think all the monies should be across the

board. I also believe that melit monies should bt- based on a flat amount and not
on percentages. This will help those employees whose base salary is low. I know
I will start to lose but it will help new employees.

/~(
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• It appears that there is a trend to treat classified and administrative employees
alike in all situations. Which I think is great. I believe metit increases are one of
those situations. If one group has - we all have.

• Melit pay should be used for melit only, and not for effecting a promotion,
compensating for job market changes, etc. These situations should be
acknowledged as such and dealt with outside the bmmdruies of the merit system.
• As professionals we're expected to do certain tiling::;. Some people are available to
do more than others - should mE-rit be given based upon availability?

• I do not believe in merit money. It is too political in nature and is handled
unfairly in most cases. Everyone should share across the board increases. No
one deserves to be singled out to receive as much percentage of raise as someone
else.
• Do merit increases affect market adjustments? (take away from that poon
• Why must they be distributed on the % system, allowing the rich to get richer and
the poor, poorer. (widetling the gap between top and bottom.- Information should
be supplied so everyone knows how each v.p. area divides on melit- there should
be more standardization across campus.
• I have received ma..'\.imum melit for t-ach pay raise provided to administrative staff
since my hlre in 1985. However, that has averaged out to he 3.4% pt-r yt-ar. I
have also received a market adjustment. However, I am still the lowest paid
professional in my field of all state funded institutions in Ollio. My salru·y is 41%
below the nextlligher paid person in my field in Ohio.
• I feel that I am treading water and me1it is not a substantial "life preserver". I
am not bitter, just feel forgotten. My best performance is c:.~xpected daily, then
why not expect total merit.
• Good luck!
• Will you consider rebuttals to evaluations? Will you consider an evaluation from
another person given a llistory of eonflict.? Will the Firelands Dean sign and read
the evaluations before giving tomt-rit committee?
• Will the Dean see the evaluations prior to yom· conmlit.tee? Will rebuttals be
considered? When conflicts alise (as expetienced the past 2 yeru·s ii1 reg.
evaluations), may an outside party wlite a letter?

J9
.;:_,

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
PERSONNEL WELFARE COMMITTEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON MERIT RAISES
APPENDIX A
SAMPLE EVALUATION FORMS
Complex Coordinator/HaD Director

....

I

Firelands College
Instructional Media Servie.es
Merit Evaluation Criteria Form (Unknown Source)- r217C
\

School ofArt Gallery
Student Affairs - 90-91, 91-92, 92-93
Television Learning Services
Vice President for Planning and Budgeting
Vice President for Resem-ch & Dean of the Graduate College

...

COMPLEX COORDINATOR/HALL DIRECTOR
PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

COMPLEX COORDINATOR/HALL D I R E C T O R - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - HALL __________________________________________ DATE __________________

~--

This evaluati.:.n is de.signe.d to give information which can be used to enhance performance. by assessing
training needs and reinf•:..rdng quality perf(,l1Tli:ii1Ce. ll is compleled at the end of each academic semester in
order to provide on-going feedback. A copy of this will be kepi. in Lhe Staff Metnber's personnel file in the
Department f1f Residential Services.

Performance Appraisal Rating Scale

.

•

E=Exceptional

Performance consistently exceed::; expected levels. A high degree of proficiency is
shown in most aspects of petformance.

C=Commendable

Performance fr.::.quently e::-:ceed.s e::pected levels. A high de2ree of proficiency is
shown in certain aspects of petformance.

S=Satisfactory

Perfc,tTnance i::; con:;i~tently at expected level:;. Meets basic job requirements.

DN=Development
Needed

Some performance deficiencies exist. A plan ftir improvement should be developed
and adapted.

U=Unsatisfactorv

Perf6rmance is con~i::;tently below acceptable levels. A plan for improvement must
be established and implemented immediately.

NO=Not
Observable

Not (.~bserved and/or have knowledge of this in perf01mance.

NA=Not
Applicable

Not applicable to

thi~

individual's area of responsibility.

~I
Staff Supervision
L
2.

Prcvid.;;~

clear

·~::p.x;tation~

cf all :taff membr:rs.

Plar.~.

d--:·nlopr, and impl-oment~ quality lr::inin~ for all naff m~mb:!rf in r-~gard to r.l-:ill buildin-; and
responsibilities.
3. Prvvid.:::; vppvrlunili.::~ for ct'lff .J.~vdopm.~nt.
4. Pruvide.~ all ~Dff memb.?.lT wHh vnr;oing con:;lruclive feeJhad: lhruu:;h on-~-on-one meetings, written
documentation, etc.
5. D.:!mon:lrai.:~ con:;ir.t.:n•:y and fJirn.;~~ with all s!aff mr.:mber~.
6. D~mon::lrale.:; a.<:r.::rliv.::nes:; and hold:- all :t~ff memb~r:; account:~ble.
7. I: ::;upporthe of all staff m.::mb.~rs.
G. D~k~al:z lasl:::; and <~uthority appropriately.
9. [).;omc.nrlrilkc and .:ncourl!3Cc t.~amworl: and coo~mtion from all st,Jff members.
10. Undcr:cland;,clearly intr:rpr.;t~ :tnd ::upr,ori.'; in:tilutiongl and d-~rxutm?nt~:l polkies.
Cunduc~ rc6ular staff meetin3s.
Cc.nduci5 rc:;;ubr on ,.on-on~ me3ting-r with staff.
Soli.:.il::; inforrnatio11 and fer,.Jb!ld: regularly from nil staff members.
Encourag.;r. and cr.;al.-":.~ a po::itiv.~ atmo::pher.: r~gardin:;: cu!l.ur~l diverrity amon-; nil rl<Jff mernbers.
15. Comwunicale~ regularly with all rtnff rn.:mbcrs.

1L
1::!.
13.
__ 14.

Comments:

Advising/Helping Skills
L
2.
3.
4.

5.

Idenlifi.:!s, ofL:r~ a:sislancc, nne! provid.~~ fo!loi'!-Up to stud~nls ~nd ~tai'f who have perronal, ac3demic,
care3f, h~allh or .:•th.-:r concerns.
DcmonJi.rat.;:~ ::;inc·?·l'>': ir.t.::r.;:l in .;~3ff and .~tud.;ont'~ ne~ds and conc'!rns.
Eif.;cliv.::ly Jeak with criri:: inl·~rv.::niion ~i!uJlion:: cmd provide:: written do•;umenta!ion and follow up.
I~ a•.vare of cmnpur r.::sourc3r nnd S3rvices.
Maintains confidentiality.

Comments

Administrative Skills
L
2.

3.
4.
5.

P.:rfc.nn.; aclmini~lralive duli.;~ to mDinlain a functioning i"~':id<!nc; hall wch ns a~si-snin~ rooms,
controlling kcys, and maintaining appropriate records.
Cvmpkl.:~ all paperwork in an accurate, i.horough. and timely manner. Policie~ ::~nd procedures are
followed.
P.:Jiable and d·~p~ndabl~ in accoinpli~hin,g n~:~igni!d ta~J:~: and conunittnents on time.
Corgani::-~.; w0rk and p~::;po:.nribilii;e::, anticipate:· probkm~. ,·etc- prioriti~:-. ~nd follows up.
Is punctual and allencl~ rcquired meetings.

Comments:

Communication/Information Sharing
l.
2.
3.
4.

E:.pres~.~~ relf clearly, cond~·~ly, and appropriat·:.ly, both verbally 1nd in written form.
Disseminates infumialior. io ~l::tff in a lirHdy mnnner.
I:~eps ~ur;.:rvi~or infom•.:.d, in ) linYJy mannc:r, of all i~:~u.:!c, conc·~rn~. activitier, ~tc.
Li;;len~ t<.:, :mJ recpecf.] the: opiniur.~ of others.

5.

I~

6.

1.> prompt in .::Vmmunicaling reque.:;ted

appr.j.:1Chable,

.~upportiv.~,

and ple,;}sant.
inf·:.rm:~tion.

Comments:

Professional Cooperation/Working Relationships
1.

2.
3.

Vlorks c•:.uperaliv.;;:ly wiili all Central St1ff m~rab.:rs.
;;upporlive of c,i.h-:r pr.:,f.::srional ~tJ:~ff m~mbers.
Ofbrs cunsi.ruclive fe·~dl:.ad: iD ui.hr:r profe~:ic,nal ri.aff memb.:.rs.
I~

Comments:

..
Professional Development/Progress Towards Goals
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.

/,clivdy worl:: lu\'1:1rd m.;:.-~ling own profosriom:l ~on!~ for the year.
ALLends re:quireJ deparun:::ntal and hall in-services.
:\ciively parlidpal-s:: in the ccmmitt~-~o· ."ei. !orlh hy the: departJnent.
D<:monslraL-~5 commitment lo the position.
Activdy worl:r toward m~·~lin~ d ~pnrtnl'~ntal goalr for !h~ y~ar.

Comments:

Relationships with Students
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Acl: as a role model for s!ud-~nls lhrou~h po~itive nction~ and interactions.
Makes allc:mpls to ,j.~vclop positive relation:-hipr. with r.tudenE in the hall.
Ila:: awar;n~~:: and ~-~n::.ilivii.y to thr;: ne:~d.- of .;uhurdly divus-~ ~l.udenls and .::ulturally diverse -;roups.
I;; avail;;bl.;; and vi::ibk lc ::i.u(hnt:: (i!: vicibk in lhe offi.::.;. attc:nd~ hall activitie~. etc.)
Provid:::;; an environment where ::lud.~llf: may -~:-:prcr:· concern:: or dirt::u~s i~sues.

Comments:

.•

PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL SUMMARY
Tllis staff membel''s sbX!nlnhs are:

Ar·eas needing improvement:

Summary of overall performance:

Coordinalo1·'s!Director's Reflections:

Complex Coordinator/Hall Director Signature

.
Supervi<>or Signature

Date

Human
Resources

FIRELANDS OOLLEGE

Work Discussion
Review

Private and Confidential
Performance Period: _ _.1_._ _l_ _ to _ _1__1_ _
1. Employee N a m e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Completed and Returned By:

I

I

Tide:-----------------

2. Supervisor's Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Department:--------------I
I
I
/
3. Signatures:
Date
.
Supervisor
Employee
Date
I
I
I
I
Date
Next Level Manager
H.R. Initials
Date

4. Overall Pc:rforma:1ce Category Rating: {Surer.risor's Initials)
---Conditional

_ _ Good

_ _ Superior

___ Developmental

___ Very G.:xxi

--Exceptional

5. Summary of overall employee IJI!rformance:

6. Employee c.:.mmenrr. regarding t:his \'\'DS Review and rerformance care5ory rating:

...

I

7. Key TasL:s and Measures (this reporting period):

8. Key Task Results:

.

.

9. f:ey Tasb and Measures (next rerurring period):

I
I
I
I
------~---------------to------~----~---------

FIRELANDS COLLEGE

Human
Resources

Job Discussion
Worksheet

..

................................................

]

This worksheet is ro help you prepare for a discussion with your manager about your job responsibilities and your performance.
O:>mpleting this Worksheet (or any section of it) is optional- but highly recommended.
Rerum by:

1

1

Employee Name:

Tide:-----------

1 have elected: 0 To complete 0 Not to complete this form. Please file with my review forms: 0 Yes 0 No
1. Identify the accomplishments you have achieved in your job since your last annual review. You will want to refer to the Key
Tasks you and your manager identified at your last review.

\X.'hich ones do you think you performed exceptionally well, satisfacmrily, less than you or your mar.ager would have liked?

How satisfied are you with your performance?

How satisfied do you think your manager is?

II. As you thought about what you accomplished in your job, you probably recalled 0bsmdes whkh interfered with your abilit
to d.::> the job as well as you may have liked. \Vhat were those obstacles?
·

\X'har ideas do y.:•u have

to ..:lVercome them?

lli. Your manager will di::..::uss ways f.x you to find satisfaction in your present job. and pwssible career opportunities that inten
\'OU. 'X'har hnds of work a:.>signments, et.::., do you like most?

Are there j.:.~bs cor areas in the company you would like to learn more about -

\Vhac spxd 1:1lenrs do you po:::.sess?

if so, what are they?

d-7

..

Do you haVl' any spl'cial career plans? (Please remember, you are not required to have "career plans" and it is perfectly
acceptable to be happy with your present position).
·
·

What type of activities would help you to become even more effective on your job? i.e. on·the·job·ttaining, seminars, college
courses, ere.

IV Think ahead to the Key Tasks you will be expected to perform in the next 12 months. What are the most important
responsibilities you will have? \Vhat is deleted from last year's Key Tasks: what has been or should be added.

V. Your manager will di~-uss with you not only your job responsibilities, perfonnance and devdopment plans, but also some c
the ways in whtch you accomplish your job. These are listed below so dut you can think about them bt:fore your di54..-ussim
Please evaluate where you feel you are within each category by checking the appropriate ~ce.

!Z...

·~

fa~

~0

Task Related:

'

f

~

>cr:

fl ..

.

<~
.,......

~

"'

!Zw

,..

::

0~
......
~~
.,......

c

...z
,..

"'

v.

-~

Interpenonal Related:
Listening/~itivity

~

1. Planning/organization

16.

2. Meeting priorities/deadlines

17. Providing support/recognition

3. Coordinating/follow-up

18. Soliciting input/suggestions

4. Control: budget, rime, etc.
5. Problem solving/decision judgment

19. Giving/accepting criticism
20. Emotional control

6. Communications/written & oral

21. Maintaining working relationships

7. Job knowledge/self-development

22. Ocher job related work factors

8.

~

..

"'

to others' feelings

Innovation/cr~ativiry

9. Initiative/need for direction
10. Handling uncertainty
11. Adjustment to change
12. Stress tolerance
13. Health/energy level
14. Attendance/punctuality
1 'i

>cr:

g<~..

::;.,J,•n·

or~crico'c::/hc.usd:eeping

Comments=----------------

Instructional Media Services Annual Evaluation
Period of Review: From ________to___________
Name_______________________________
Area______________________________
Job Title_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Supervisor______________________________

1.

Overall Performance Rating
Please cirGie tt·.e point on the line below which to your knowledge be-::t
describes tht? employee's overall job performance over th•? evaluation
period.

Outstanding

Above
Standard

Fully
Satisfactory

Needs Some
Improvement

Inferior

1o-------9--------s-------7 --------s------s------4------3------2------1-----o

2.

(:3up.;rvisor) In the spac2 t ..~low ple.a~:e J:~rovide a narrative evaluation of
th·3 employee in regard to the~ employee's quality of work, quantity ,:,f
work, job knowledge, dep•?.ndability, co-operation with lfvlS's cust•jmo?.r.:;
and IC. .~s staff, persc•nal initiative, att-?.ndanc.?, and any otl·h?.l' an?.::t.; that
you f•?.el are imporiantln evaluaiing the t:mploye•?'s p~riormanc.j. Pl•3a::;e
cit•?. spe.dfk: e ·ample~: whe.n·~ver ~··j:::.:;it.lt::. U:::e. ba.:::k of form or add e.:·:tra
page..3 if e:·.tra sps.:;e is n&eded for narrativ•?..

3.

4.

Employee's comments on overall and narrative evaluation.

My signature. b·?.low att~?.sts that I have r.:vi•?W•?.d and disc:us.sed this
evaluation with my supetvisor.

Employee's Signature
5.

Date

My si8natur•?. b·?.low attests that I have. revie.W•?.d and di·;cussed this
evaluation with the above-;:;igned employee.

Supervisor's Signature

Date

.So
M E R I T

E V A L U A T I 0 N
C R I T E R I A
{Calendar Year 1992)

PROCEDURE:
All staff members' points are added together. This total point figure is
divided into the total merit amount {$) to arrive at how much each point
is worth. This is then multiplied by each member's individual points to
arrive at the merit amount.
p 0 I

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI .
VII.

PUBLICATIONS {Year Accepted)
A.
Book
B.
Article
a.
Jarred
b. Non-Juried
c.
Review
D.
Published Finding Aid - External
GF..AUTSMAUSHIP (Year Submitted)
A.
External
B.
Revievl {\·lritten, serve on panel, etc.)
c.
Grant Management/Administration
RESEARCH
A.
Deliver Major Papers
B.
Participate in SeminarsfWor}:shops {preparation)
C.
CAC Speeches {all types - non-University)
D.
Participate on Panels/Roundtables {no preparation)
PROFESSIONl>.L ACTIVITIES
A.
Attr:::ndance at Professional Meetings
B.
AttendancE: at Seminars/Workshops
c.
Professional Organi=ation - Officer
D.
Editing
COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS
A.
CAC/LLR/University
B.
outside - Professional
C.
Administering Independent/Internship Students
(at least one semester)
HOUOHS l>.ND AWARDS
A. Professional

EXCELLEUCE IU JOB PERFORMANCE
A.
To Be A\·Jarded By Director

N T
4-8
2-4
1-2
1-2
1-4

3-5
1-2
1-3

2-3
1-3

1-2
1

1
1-2
1-2
1-2

1-2
1-2
1

1-2
-7 to +7

s

3/

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
OF ART GALLERY EXHIBITION~ ADMINISTRATOR

~CHOOL

S.:ot·ing Criterh1n:

1-7 (1

= unsati!:factory,

7 = outstanding)

Score
I.

Pet·fm·mance of Designated Duties related to the Intemal

Operation of the Gallery (35%)
A.

To wort with the Gallery Committee to devel1jp long-andshort-range objectives for the G.:t1l•::ry.
l.
'-•

Develop a three-year plan "fot· the Gallery.
Plan a detailed, yearly schedule of 1:.0\~hibitions
and related special events (including all student
and outside exhibitions as detetmi~ed by the Com-

mittee).
3.

Wort vJith student .:L,nlrnittees and facul

t~,'

to

~~tab

lish procedures for studt=:nt and f.:.cult_v sho\'IS.

4.
8.

Develop implementation schedules.

Tu can·y out the administr;:1tive operation of the Gallery.
l.

Budget allocation, administration and records.
supervise ~tudent employee~ and
assistant(s) a::signed to the Galle1·y.

~ecruit ~nd

.:i.

Maintain exhibition

record~

and operations files .

Hod: vd th s tujen t committees and faculty to imp 1ement student ar.d faculty shows.

C.

T.::• t.e n::sponsible fur the ph,ysi.:al .:.pr:=:ration, m.:lintenance,
and car·e uf the Ga 11 e1·y.

1.

Unpad~ing,

installation, removal, and pading of

outside shows.
~uper·vi!":ion

.J •

~chedule

of students \·Jod ing or,

~tud.::nt

shows.

cleaning, painting, plant care .

AVERAGE TOTAL
X 3.5

SCORE
,

Pe1·formance Evaluation/Gallery

2

Score
II.

Performance of
Contacts (.35%)
A.

De~ignated

To accompli!:h all

Duties Related to External

ne:=:ces~ary

re5earch and development ac-

tivities.

8.

1.

To pel'fr)rm all necessat·y n:~e.:H·ch, conta.:t~. tt·avel,
and meetings required to organize and implement
Gallery e:·:hibitions and p1·og1·ams .

....
.....

Prepa1e grant and

fundrai~ing

proposals .

To develop positive public relations for the Gallery
and S.:hool and to coordinate publicity for e~hibitions
and other related special events.
1.
...,

Schedule media coverage.
111ith d•:=::::igners on invitations, announcements,
posters, and flyers for eYhibitiGn~ and programs.

\~od:

Publish a newsletter each seme3ter de3criting
ga 11 ery events.

4.

Recepticms.

AVERAGE TOTAL
X 3.5
SCORE

Pe·r'f onnance Eva lua t i on/Gctll ery

3

Score
III.

::ucce::;::; in Adlieving
jectives (20%)
A.

8.

C.

(of

{\rt

Gallet·y Goals and Ob-

To intt·oduce innovat-ive and ~i:]nfi.:iant a•:hievements
in Al·t~ th.Jt will stimulate and challenge thinking.

1.

..

~chO:!l•l

To bring 0utside e~hibitions that will meet one
m' more .:,f the following cdted3.

a.

interr::st. and e:·:p•:i:.-e students to new
and alternatE: directions.

b.

Complement and

c.

Represent cur-rent

~timulate

reinfoi"ce curdculum.
trends in contemporary

.:~rt.

....

To provide programs and resource~ that e~tend and
develop the concepts of the e~hibitions.

3.

To provide eYposure to artists a5 well as art.

To incn:ase aw.:tl·ene:::::;, involvement, .1nd support for the
act-ivities of the S.::hc·ol of Art G.;!llery, the ~chool of
Art, and the University.

1.

To showcase the achievements of the 5tudents and
faculty of the School of Art.

2.

To increase publicity and public relations activities.

3.

Work ·:ooperatively with othet· t:G:::U dep.:trtments.

To enhance the cultural life 0f the University and area
communities.
l.

To be

acce~sible

to the public.

To share our re~ource~ and encourage community
linkage through educati0nal progr&ms.

AVERAGE TOTAL
X2
-.

SCORE

Pt:rformance

Evaluation/Gallel~y

4

Score
IV.

Pl·oft:ssi.:•nll Development (10°0

A.

Travel and research.

8.

Ccnferences, professional organi:ations.

C.

Learning new stills/coursework.

AVERAGE TOTAL
X1

SCORE

~-

-

DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
Atn·lU.r\L PEP.FORlvlAUCE EVALUATION
1990-91

I.

Assigned

Duties

and

Nanlc ___________________________________
Ev ;al ualor _________________________

Responsibilities

8I 7
6
5 4
3
2 I 1
0 I
Exceeds
Meets
Marginally
Expectations Expectations
Meets
Unsatisfactory·
Expectations

110

9

Criteria

Formulates plan(s) to meet assigned duties
responsibilities
Establishes goals, objectives, plan of aclion
Establishes priorities
Plans/schedules ·use of time
Other (list)

and

Executes position duties and responsibilities
Understands position duties and responsibilities
Implements and follows through on plans formulated to
meet position duties and responsibilities
Utilizes resources in carrying out duties and
responsibilities; e.g. - time, staff, professional
expertise/knowledge
Demonstrates accuracy and thoroughness in
performing tasks related to duties and responsibilities
Demonstrates accuracy and thoroughness in
performing tasks related to duties and responsibilities
Demonstrates productivity in performing tasks related
to duties and responsibilities
Demonstrates flexibility in meeling posilion duties and
responsibilities; e.g. - adjusts plans to meet changing
circumstances.
Commits additional time when needed to meet position
duties and responsibilities
Commits additional time when needed to meet additional
job assignments
Other (list)

Commcn)s:

Na1nc _____________________________________________

ll.

Service
and/or
I 10

9

to Department,
Community
8I 7

Exceeds
Expectations

6

5 I 4

Meets
Expectations

Division,
3

University

2 I 1

0 I

Marginally
Meets
Unsatisfactory
Expectations

Activities included in this catetmry:
Participates in University and/or division
committees
Participates in special assignments; e.g.
task
force, special · projects
Responds to requests from others for
assistance/participation
Involved with department, division or University
in a way that furthers the interests of the
University
Teac~rs:')courses, workshops, seminars
Gives -Pr-esentations to classes, groups
Provides in-service training opportunities; e.g.
workshops, in-service training, speaker
Serves as a resource to others in department,
division, University or community
.
Participates in student-related activities; e.g.
advises and/or counsels students, attends
student-sponsored programs, maintains contact
with students
Recognized for service through honors, awards or
commendations
Commits additional time beyond assigned duties
and responsibilities for service to department,
division and/or
University
Other (list)

List/Expluin

lnynlycment:

Name ______________________________________________

II I.

Professional

and

Educational

Activities

110
9
8I 7
6
5 I 4
3
2 I 1
0 I
Exceeds
Meets
Marginally
Expectations Expectations
Meets
Unsatisfactory
Expectations

Activities included in this category:

Attends department, division and/or University
sponsored professional and educational
activities; e.g.
\Vorkshops, lectures, inservice
programs
Attends state, regional ·and/or national
conferences and/or
workshops
Participates in the development and/or
presentation of conferences, workshops, in·
service
programs
Serves on committees of professional
association(s)
Serves as officer of professional association(s)
Participates in self-enhancement, development
and educational activities; e.g.
coursework,
readings, self-instruction, sl<ill development
Applies skills/knowledge attained through
professional and educational activities
Serves as consultant
Authors, edits and presents for publication
articles, reviews, monographs, textbooks or
other scholarly writings
Conducts evaluative research and/or develops
reports for department, division or University
use; e.g. • student surveys, program evaluation,
data collection, analysis of data, written
reports
Makes presentations based on
knowledge/ expertise
Utilizes
available
research/information
Other (list)

Lisi/Explajn

!nynlycmcnt

STUDENT AFFAIRS
EVAWATION PROCEDURES

1991-92
Staff evaluation for Student Affairs provides two sets of forms to be completed. The
purpose and use of each form are described below.
Annual Pertormance Evaluation
The purpose of the annual performance evaluation is to determine the extent to which an
administrative staff member has met standards. of performance related to job
expectations and goals. The outcome of a decision that the standards of performance have
been met is a consideration of eligibility for merit. The outcome of a decision that
standards of performance have not been met is a consideration of appropriate remedies.
Annual performance will be evaluated on three factors: Execution of Assigned Duties and
Responsibilities; Service to Department, Division, University and/or Community; and
Professional and Educational Activities. Each of these factors will employee a 10-point
numerical rating. A rating sheet for each factor is provided which includes a nonexhaustive fist of possible criteria/activities to be considered in the assigning of a point
value. The comment portion of each rating sheet is to be used for the purpose of listing
the efforts of the individual in relationship to each factor and, in general, provide
supportive Information for each rating.
The enclosed definition sheet should be consulted when completing the Assigned Duties
and Responsibilities rating sheet (Section I) and the remaining sections (II and Ill).
Annual Merit Evaluation
Merit evaluation follows from a decision that an administrative staff member has met
standards of performance related to job expectations and goals. The purpose of the merit
evaluation then is to determine the extent to which an administrative staff member has
exceeded standards of performance. The outcome of a decision that the standards of ·
performance have been exceeded is a consideration of an appropriate monetary award
commensurate with the extent to which the standards of performance have been exceeded.
This Statement of Merit form is designed to provide information about those factors of
performance that are relevant to the consideration of merit. The comment section of the
form should be used to indicate the nature of meritorious conduct under each factor. The
item score is the score listed on each of the rating sheets. Performance of Assigned
Duties (I) will carry a weighting of 6. Employees need to choose one of the last two
factors (II and Ill) to be weighted as a 2.5. The remaining factor will be weighted as 1.5.
Total score for each factor is determined by multiplying the weighting factor by the item
score. The composite score is determined by adding the factor totals. The· highest
possible composite score is 100. Merit is to be based on the composite score of which a
minimum of 42 points must come from Assigned Duties and Responsibilities, category I.
Pror.AdurP.
The administrative staff member should meet with his/her immediate supervisor no
later than Septemb•?r 1 of each Y•?ar to disc.::uss j•)b t:.o:pectalions and set goals and priority
weighting of II and Ill. At l•?ast twit::~•:! a year tht?. .::mpl.)yee will be rated by the immediate

supervisor to whom he/she- is regularly assigned. The supervisor prepares for the
evaluation by: giving the employee a copy of both forms; scheduling a date and time for
the evaluation discussion; and by ensuring the employee understands the use of the forms
and the evaluation procedures.
The employee completes the forms prior to the evaluation interview. During the
interview, the supervisor and the employee should discuss the employee's performance
as indicated by the three rating sheets, and, when appropriate, the consideration of
merit as indicated by the Statement of Merit form. Upon completion of the interview,
the supervisor prepares a final copy of both forms, makes a recommendation for merit
pay, when appropriate, and submits the completed forms to the next immediate
supervisor.
The annual performance evaluation is completed in December. This date is selected
because of policies governing renewal and non-renewal of administrative contracts that
require timely notification of non-renewal of contracts as follows:

.;

a

not later than March 1 of the first, second and third year of service if the
appointment is to expire at the end of the fiscal year, and

b.

not later than January 1 of any subsequent fiscal year of service.

In addition to consideration of renewal or non-renewal of contracts, the annual
performance evaluation involves a consideration of expectations leading to improved
performance when necessary.
The merit evaluation is completed in April. This date is selected because the merit
evaluation involves consideration of a monetary award commensurate with the extent to
which the standards of performance have been exceeded. Merit awards are reflected in
salary decisions for the contract immediately following the merit evaluation.

DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
1991-92

I.

Nam~------------------------------Evaluator_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Assigned Duties and Responsibilities

110

9

aI z

Exceeds
Expectations

6

s 14

Meets
Expectations

a

2

I

1

0

Marginally
Meets
Unsatisfactory
Expectations

Criteria

Formulates plan(s) to meet assigned duties and
responsibilities
Establishes goals, objectives, plan of action
Establishes priorities
Plans/schedules use of time
Other (list)

Executes position duties and responsibilities
Understands position duties and responsibilities
Implements and follows through on plans formulated to meet
position duties and responsibilities
Utilizes resources In carrying out duties and responsibilities;
e.g. - time, staff, professional expertise/knowledge
Demonstrates accuracy and thoroughness In performing tasks
related to duties and responsibilities
Demonstrates accuracy and thoroughness In performing tasks
related to duties and responsibilities
Demonstrates productivity In performing tasks related to
duties and responsibilities
Demonstrates flexibility in meeting position duties and
responsibilities; e.g. - adjusts plans to meet changing
circumstances.
Commits additional time when needed to meet position duties
and responsibilities
Commits additional time when needed to meet additional job
assignments
Other (list)

Comments:

Nam~----------------------------------------II.

Service to Department, Division, University and/or
Community
110

9

s

Exceeds
Expectations

1

z

s

s 14

Meets
Expectations

a

2 I

Marginally
Meets
Expectations

1

0

Unsatisfactory

Actjvjties Included In thjs category:

Participates In University and/or division committees
Participates In special asslgnmentsi e.g. - task force,
special projects
Responds to requests from others for
assistance/participation
Involved with department, division or University In a
way that furthers the Interests of the University
Teachers courses, workshops, seminars
Gives Presentations to classes, groups
Provides In-service training opportunltlesi e.g. workshops, In-service training, speaker
Serves as a resource to others In department, division,
University or community
Participates In student-related actlvltlesi e.g. •
advises and/or counsels students, attends studentsponsored programs, maintains contact with students
Recognized for service through honors, awards or
commendations
Commits additional time beyond assigned duties and
responsibilities for service to department, division
and/or University
Other (list)

LlsVExpla!n Involvement:

Nam ___________________________________________

Ill .

Professional and Educational Activities

z

aI
s s
9
Meets
Exceeds
Expectations
Expectations

110

14

a

2

I

1

0

Marginally
Meets
Unsatisfactory
Expectations

Act!y!tles Included In this category:

Attends department, division and/or University
sponsored professional and educational activities;
e.g. - workshops, lectures, In-service programs
Attends state, regional and/or national conferences
and/or workshops
Participates In the development and/or presentation of
conferences, workshops, In-service programs
Serves on committees of professional assoclatlon(s)
Serves as officer of professional assoclatlon(s)
Participates In self-enhancement, development and
educational activities; e.g. • coursework, readings,
self-Instruction, skill development
Applies skills/knowledge attained through professional
and educational activities
Serves as consultant
Authors, edits and presents for publication articles,
reviews, monographs, textbooks or other scholarly
writings
Conducts evaluative research and/or develops reports
for department, division or University use; e.g. student surveys, program evaluation, data
collection, analysis of data, written reports
Makes presentations based on knowledge/expertise
Utilizes available research/Information
Other (list)

L.lsVExplaln !nyo!yemeot

Employe _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
· Evaluator_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Oat _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Statement of Merit
Student Affairs
1991-92

Weighting
Item
Factor
X Score

I.

...

Total

PertonnanceofAss~ned

Duties (60%)
(comments)

If.

Service

Ill.

Professional-Educational
Activities (15-25%)

(15-25%)

=

6

1.5 or 2.5

X _ __

-

1.5 or 2.5

X _ __

-- - -

Composite Score =

Employee
Signature_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Evaluator
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Definitions
Assigned Duties and Responsibilities (I)

Unsatisfactory
Marginally Meets
Expectations:
Meets
Expectations:

Consistently does not meet expectations in the planning for and
execution of assigned duties and responsibilities.
Occasionally does not meet expectations in the planning for and
execution of assigned duties and responsibilities. ·
Consistently meets expectations in the planning for and execution
of assigned duties and responsibilities.

Exceeds
Expectations:

Exceeds expectations in the planning and execution of assigned
duties and responsibilities.
Definitions
Service (II) and Educational Activities (Ill)

..

Low

Indicates a low level of participation in the activities included in
the category.

High

Indicates a high level of participation in the activities included in
the category.

Name _ _ __

DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
ANNUAL PERFOR'tvlANCE EVALUATION

1992-93
Evaluator_
I.

Assigned

Duties

and

Responsibilities

RI 7
5
I 10
6
9
Meets
Exceeds
E:·:pectation:;
E:·:pi!Ctation~

4

3

2 I 1

0 I

Marginally
M·"!~l::

Un:::ati;;faclory

Expectations

Criteria
Formulates plan(s) to meet assigned duties
responsibilities
Establishc3 goal~. objectives, plan of action
Establishes priorities
Plans/schedules usc of time
Other (1 ist)
Executes

and

position duties and responsibilities
pm;ition dutie~ and re~pon::ibilitie:;
Implements and follc•ws through on plans formulated to
meet position duties and responsibilities
Utilizes re~ource~ in carrying out duties and
responsibilities; e.g. - time, staff, profe.ssional
expertise/know led gc
Demonstrate:; accuracy and thoroughnc:.;s in
pe.rforming ta::;k::; related to dutic::; and rcr.pon:::ibilities
Demonstrates accuraey and thoroughness in
performing ta:.;k::.: rc:.latcd to dutie~ and r0::;pon::;ibilitics
Demon::aratcs productivity in pc:rf(•tTiling ta:;ks related
to duties and responsibilities
·
Demonstrates nc,:ibility in rn~eting position dutk.s and
rc:>pon!":ibilitie:::; c:.g. - adju:::t:; plan:. to mc:r:~t changing
circumstances.
Commits additional time. when needed to meet position
duties and responsibilities
Commits additional time::. whe.n ne:c::.d·-::d to meet additional
job assignments
Other (list)
Undcr~tand~

Comments:

Name _________________________________________________

II.

Service
and/or
110
9
Exceeds

to Department,
Community

University

RI 7

Expectation:;

Activitit;s

Division,

ll
514
3
211
0 I
Meets
Marginally
Expcctati•:on:;
f,tcet:;
Un;;ati:::fJctory
Expectations

includ·~d

in this

~al•:-gory:

Participates in University and/or division
committees
Participates in special assignments; e.g.
task
force, special projects
Responds to requests from others for
~ISs is tan c e I part i c i patio n
Involved with department, division or University
in a way that furthers the interests of the
University
Teachers courses, worltshops, scmin:trs
Gives Presentations to classes, groups
Provides in-service training opportunities; e.g.
worl<shops,
in-service
training,
speaker
Serves as a resource to others in department,
division, University or community
Participates in student-related activities; e.g.
radvises and/or counsels students, attends
student-sponsored
pt·ograms,
maintains
contact
with st.udents
Recognized for service through honors, awards or
commendations
Commits additional time beyond assigned duties
and responsibilities for service to department,
division
and/or
Uni vcrsi ty
Other (list)

List/Explain

lnvolvr.mcnt:

,
Name--------------------------~------------------I I I.

Professional
I 10

fJ

and

Educational

SI 7

5 l 4

Exceeds

Meets

E~:pectation~

E~:pectationr,

Activities

3
2 I 1
0 I
Marginally
Me·~t:;
Un:.:atbfactory
Expectations

A~.tiviti·~s

indud~d

in thi::: cntcgory:

Attends department, division and/or University
sponsored professional and educational
activities; e.g.
worl<shops, lectures, inservice
programs
Attends state, regional and/or nationnl
conferences
and/or
worl<shops
Participates in the development and/or
presentation of conferences, workshops, inservice
programs
Serves on committees of professional
association(s)
Serves as officer of professional association(s)
Participates
in
self-enhancement,
development
and educational activities; e.g.
coursework,
readings,
self-instruction,
skill
development
Applies skills/knowledge attained
through
professional and educational activities
Serves as consultant
Authors, edits and presents for publication
articles, reviews, monographs, textbooks or
other scholarly writings
Conducts evaluHtive research and/or develops
reports for department, division or University
use; e.g.
student surveys, program evaluation,
data collection, analysis of data, written
reports
Makes presentations based on
knowledge/expertise
Utilizes
available
research/information
Other (list)

List/Erpl ilin

Jnvnlv.-~men

1

Employee._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Evaluator_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Statement of Merit
Student Affairs
1992-93

Weighting Item
Factor
X Score

I.

Performance of A:;signcd
Duties (60%)
(comments)

6

Total

--- =

II.

Service (15-25%)

1.5 or 2.5

X

=

III.

Professional-Educational
Activities (15-25%)

1.5 or 2.5

X

=

Composite Score

Employee
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

=

Evaluator
Sign atu rc _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

E.VAIIIAT.ICti OF SBOC:IFIC AREAS .OF ~

SPEcrFIC ARFAS

OF~

Dailyoperationofthe7dlannel
closed circuit system, 4 dlarmel.
Woo:i TV system, the two channel
ITFS an:i WN cable channel 24.

XXX

Train, schedule, an:i supervise parttime student employees who han:lle the
op:=:ration of the system durirq the
evenin~ an:i weeJ.:end hours.

XXX

Advis·=: faculty on the suit..mility arrl
availability of inst.nh..""tional videotape
prcqra:ms from the CCIV libra:cy or from
oth.:::~:.· distributors tlu.·ou~ rent31 and
purchase.
·...

reintain videota:pe lib:rcuy including
bla.nJ.: tar.r- inventory anj ne\-r pro;r.ram
d~--riptions.

Maintain re.:-ords anj compile sem=ster
arrl annual rer.:o~ts for l.eal.nir;.;J Se:rvices
pla~rb:1d::.=:, r•=:con'!.irr:Js, anj a.:-quisitions.
Harr:ll•::: anj s•:~lv·~ t•:9:::ti-l.:::r \·1itl1 e.nJin&:::rinJ
s.t5tff any probl•;::I"tts caus-=. d by tr:-:JJ1SIIlis.;;ion
c.r r·=-=-·:::iver.::: on the 0-::J:J syst.::m.

E:::sl:·:,nsll;,l·= for duplication arrl
nonbrc-5tdcast di:rtrfr.ution of L~n11irrJ
Savices pro:luctions.
PreJ.:6l"'e rnat.2rial for

0~ Vid:::-Jtat=·~

catalc·~Jue.

:r.t:tint_;i1_1 C01Til.:.ut.~·i::::·;o.:l invento:Y of
telens1.on rec.:::lW?l"'S ani rece1.ver
lc·:-ati.Jns on carrq;:,us.
Frequently up:bte elet...-tronic
S'.Jst.=-......m.s.

m~s3.9-=

XXX

so

EVAIDATIW OF GmmAL (JJALI'.l'IES

RJar - - - - Excellent

Attezrlance

n,la

1

2

3

4

5

Attitude

n,/a

1

2

3

4

5

Professional Appearal1Ce

n,/a

1

2

3

4

5

08paUability

n,/a

1

2

3

4

5

Professional Relationship with
subordinatesjsuprort staff

n,/a

1

2

3

4

5

Ability to instill
C•X)l:Bration a.rrl notivation
in subordinates.

n,/a

1

2

3

4

5

Ability to dir&.....-t, manage,
curl del8pte effC~--tively

n/a

1

2

3

4

5

Ability to develop subordinate
staff m~r1.1ber to full :r:otential

n,/a

1

2

3

4

5

a.

b.

c.

Archive tapes in cc:N Libr.ll'y that have
not b6:en used, in o:rder to provide badly
n=:E.ded sp:.ce for new acquisitions

X

ImpraJe TIS billin;J proc.edures to assure
billing within 10 days of project
completion.

X

Res?arch TIS fax wear/personnel
accotmtirg arrl its accuracy in showirg
the real cost of a Pro;Jram

X

Prcdu.:-.a tv;o (one each san~er) TIS
Newsletters, d=:sc:r:i..bin~ n~v;ly acquired
prO¥"""cJlllS, up:-omin;r tel.::confer•=nces anj
detail~ sel.Vicxs provided by TIS
·J:·.J:
U.Jt a.:ocomplish=.-d c1u8 to bud;ret
limitations.

X

Finish pro-Jl:.-amming, test m:ui:et, arrl
daronab.-ate Jl...lll8rican Sign I.anJUage
videcdisc

X

Distril:ute TIS c:atal~ on floppy disl:
and vi::J. the Library computer syst•311
:1:::: We are E·:t-•~rial,::in;y s·:llrP- diffiCJJlty
in c.:qnpl•=:tin;r t:hi.s b.sl: 1:-~::-.:tl.ISe eof

In-prcqress

the ~m.ryin;y comput.er syst.:::rn3 beinJ
us-=d. on campus.

i

I

0-tw~
~1\~ '~

cU- {0\ 0-t i1\c J
,,/(\1\_

1"-

•

1992-93 '
PERF()RMANCE EVALUATIO:N FORM
Employee Name:
This [(,rm sh(·uld b·?- c.:.mpleted by 1?-ad1 adminietrat.ive staff n.1•?.f[ltH?-r r•::r:..)rting k·
Budg.:::.ting. Ccompl.:-t8d fc.nYlS ;.=m7> t(• bo?. return·~d t.:. th.:: Vi•>:~ President.
SECTION I.

Goals/()bj•jetiv•jS - past y1::ar

· evalformsspa

Status

tlk

Vk.s Presid•::nt for Planning and

Annual Evaluation
•

( )=0-9

Name

---------------------------- Date-----------------------

1. Regular duties:

( ) a. Prepares work of high quality with accuracy and thoroughness.

( j b. Pr(uiuc.:-s an appr(tpriat.~ quantity of work.

( ) c. Exhibits cre.ative/inn.:•vativ.:- apprua('hes.

( ) d. Displays motivation.

( ) e. Serves •.:m

•::ommitte·~s,

t.3acl11:-s and p8rforms

( ) f. Cornmunicates effectively.

oth.~r

r.::lated duties.

( ) g. Worl:s e.ffe.etive.ly with oth•?.r areas.

( ) h. :Maintains a good W•)rbng relationship with peers. subordinates,
supervisor, stude-nts, or clients.

( ) i. Plans effectively.

( ) j. Organizes effectively.

( ) k. Performs occasional assigne-d duties.

( ) 1. Overall rating on regular duties

2. Professional Activities:

•

( ) a. Cont.inueB own professional development, etc.

( ) b. De.ve.lops additi•)nal skills and impn.ve.rrll:'nts in job

( ) ..::. Authors, e.ditG, and/or
ete. (please desctibe).

pn.~se.nt.s

publieativns,

( ) d. Submits and[or t)btains grants; awards, ·:-tc.

( ) e. Overall rating of professional activities.

3. Special Activities:
( ) a. Serves University/community.

performanc~3.

pres~C·ntati.:.ns, r•~search,

4. Performance of Staff Supervision:

•

( ) a. Instills co•:.peration and motivation in staff members.

( ) b. Manages and del•:-gates effer:.tively.

( ) c. Encourages and supports pr.)fessional d•?.v.:-l,:.pment of staff members .

•

( ) d. Treats staff m·~mbers in a nc:.n-discriminatory manner .

..

( ) e. Overall rating un perf.::,rmanc.:- uf staff supt::rvision.

SlJMMARY OF EVALUATION
(To be oompleted by supervL-.or.)

•

.

•

Signature of Supervisor:. _______________________
Date: __________________________________________

Employee Comn1ents:

Signature of Employee: ________________________________________
Date Discussed:

...

..

-----------------

•

SECTION III.

•

GoaJs/Objectives - next ye.ar

•

EVALFORM.SSP1990,91

•
OFFICE OF ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH
AND DEAN OF THE GRADUATE COLLEGE
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION GUIDELINES
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

•

,

These Guiddirt•::s ar•:: bas.::d up•.:.n th.:: Evaluation Pr.xedures cvntaiil·~d in the Admii1i·=trativ.::- Staff
Handbook (pp 9.1-9.~). Questions should be dire.:t.~d t.:• the Associate Vice Presid·::nt for Re~earch and
Dean of the Graduate C..:.llege or the Direct..:.r of Admi.I1istrative Staff Personnel s..::-rvic·?s.
Self- Evaluation
Each staff member submits to his/h.::r sup•:!rvisor a written
following items:

I....
•

s.::Jf..,~valuation

which includes the

1.

A photocopy of th..:: current jub descripliun for tlK po3iti•)n.

2.

A phot•.:.copy of th..:: g..:.als .:::st3blished for tll•? staff member for the curro::nt year.

3.

An .::valuation by the staff member .:of tl1.::· e:o:t.?nt to whid1 th;)se g.:oals have be.::n met. This should
include an account .:of any new goals that were S•:-t during the year and evaluati.x, of the e:-:tent to
which they have been met.

(Ir, the event that n.::. goals were set for tl1e .:urr.::.·nt y•::ar, items::!. and 3. sh.::.uld be r•::pbced by a
stc.tement uf the staff m·~mb•.::-r's ac.:umplishments.)

4.

F.ecomm•::ndations by the staff member •:lf g·:.<lb f.::.r tho:! coming year.

5.

Any suggestions the staff member has to offer con.:·~mir.g how perf.:.m13IK•:: might b.~ in1proved.
Supervisor's Evaluation

Supervi.;ors review each staff memb.:::r's .;df-evaluatiort and then prep:ue an evaluati•:.n of the staff
member's work. This evaluation is comp.::.sed ,:.f a narrativ.::: evaluativ.~ r.:viev: of tlle staff member's
activitie.; for the y.::ar and a translation c.f t]-,at review int.:, a quantitative ev:Jluation using the form
provide:d fc,r thi3 purpose. TJ-,e n3.rrativ.? evaluative r..::-view should alsc. c0ntain a S•2ction on goals for
the coming year.
Fonvardmg of Evaluation
Once t]-,e supervisor'.; evaluation i-o prepared,. it is discussed with tl11:: st3.ff member, -oigned by botl-. the
staff rr,ember ar,d the sup•?rvi3or, <md sent t.::. t11e Ass.xiat.: Vice President ic.r F.es.::arch and Dean of tJ:-,e
Graduate Cullege for review and forw3rding t.:. the Offio.:: .:of Ad.mir,istrative Staff P •.::-rsonnel Services.

a

•

OFFICE OF ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH
AND DEAN OF TilE GRADUATE COLLEGE
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION GUIDELINES
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

Narne ________________________________________________ _

Year ____________ _

Rate on a scale 1 - 7 in each category
(1

1.

=unsatisfadory, 4 =avenge, 7 =outstanding)

Performance of Assigned Duties

------

Quality and quantity of wor!<".
Administration, planning, decision-making
Initiative, adaptability, communication skills
Other
2.

Professional and Interpersonal

Rehtion~hip~

a

.•

------

Supervisory skills
Attitude
Peer relationships
Service to University constituency
Other

'

•

3.

Professional Development

------

Conferences
Coursework
Learning new skills
Other
4.

University Service

------

Participation on committees
Participatior, with prc.fessional organizations
SErvice on governance bodies
Other

Supervisor

•

Staff Member

i

Asb-Pwc Merit Raise Survey Results • 11/18/93

Question #1

NA

Question #2

NA

Question #3

Yes
5

tJo
4

Unsure
I
' 6

tJo Answer
4

Question #4

Annually
15

Twice Yearly
1

Unsure
1

tJo Answer
1

Yes
5

No
4

Unsure
' 9

t~o

Question #5

) Question #6

Yes
7

No
2

Slightly
'; 4

No Answer
4

Question #7

100%
2

75/25%
1

60/40%
5

50/50%
2

Question #8

Yes
6

No
8

Unsure
' 4

No Answer
1

Question #9

Yes
6

No
8

Unsure
4

No Answer
0

'

'

•!:~.

. ,1 '

Answer
1

I

General Summary of Survey Comments

40/60%
2

25i75%
1

0%
2

No Answer
4

.

There Is a lack of standard criteria to evaluot~ merit.
There are inconsistencies in awarding merit monies .
. It Is difficult to award merit on a retroactive basis. • e.g. changes In supervisor, lack of documentation, etc.
There were various opinions on appropriate: merit distribution; keeping it the same at 60/40 was mentioned most.
There was no concensus that morlt raises would boost morale.

ASC-PWC Subcommittoo-Judy Donald, Joanno Wright, Duane Whitmire

ASC-PWC Merit Raise Survey Quantitative Results

Question #1

NA

Question #2

NA
Yes

No

No Answer

Maybe

Yes/No

Question #3

17

17

10

2

2

Twice a Year

Question #4

Annually
38

4

No Answer
4

Other
2

Question #5

Yes
18

No
26

No Answer
3

Yes/No
1

Question #Sb

Yes
6

No
38

No Answer
4

Question #6

Yes
30

No
12

No Answer
3

Maybe
2

Yes/No
1

100/0%
6

75/25%
15

60/40°·~

50/50°{,

Question #7

8

4

40t60°·o
3

Question #8

Yes
38

No
8

No Answer
2

Yes

No

No Answer

26

20

2

Question #9

/

ASC-PWC Subcommittee-Judy Donald, Jeanne Wright,

Dm1n~

Whitmire

25/75~-o

2

No Answer
5

Other
3

ASC-PWC Merit Raise Survey - Executive Summary
Based on feedback from respondents t~) the surv•3y,
the following conclusions and recommendations.

th·~

quantitat.jve m'id qualitative analysis of the data resulted in

Conclusions
• More standardization in the evaluation process across the University is needed (e.g. 11 different evaluation forms
were received)
• The evaluation process is too sul:tiective

.,

• There are too many inconsistendes in the curr&nt evaluation process
• Although most persons indkated that evaluations w.:-re conducted on an annual basis, there were some individuals
who had never received an evaluati•m •:e.g. one person had b,:,en emplfly(ld since 1979 and had never b&en seen an
evaluation form)
• Recent budgetary and po:>rsonnel cutbacks have

add•~d to

workloads without appropriate compensation

• Evaluations should have mel"it criteria built into them if merit is going to be distributed
• Sine.:- the amount of met·it m.:.nies are so small, the

pr(•(~ess

appt?.ars to he more negative than positive

• Merit dollars should n.:•t be used for market adjustments .J
• A larger percentage should be distributt:ld acn•ss the board and a small•3r percentage should be distributed for merit
as opposed to the eurrent 60/40% distribution
• When the dollm·s available do n•:.t med the cost. (lfliving, the larg.;, majority of administrative staff responding to th.;,
survey believe the distribution should he 100% ac.ross the board
• There is no eonsensus on awarding merit on a r.;,troGct.ive basis for the past three years, but. there are strong
feelings that it w.mld be v•::ry difficult to do •:.n a fair, objective basis
• Merit is only one aspect (.fmorale, and •Jth•?.r factors for impr.:.ving m.:.rale should ht- c.onsido3red

Recommendations
• Develop one standard evaluation form to b.:- us.::d by all vice presidential areas
• Build ol:~ective criteria into a n.;,w standard evaluation form
• Implement methods t.o increas.:- consistency in the evaluation process
• Require annual evaluaU(•llS by each supet·visor at the University
• Develop a mech:mism t.:• reward t.hc.se affect.~::d by increa~ed workloads}
• Include merit critr,.ria as part of the evaluation prucess •:.n a

Universit~-wide

standard •:.valuation foJnn

• Improve the positive aspect. of the evaluation pr•Jcess by making mot·e merit monies available
• Eliminat.3 the use of mr;.rit monies f.:.r

markc~t.

adju:;tm•mt;:

• Change the current per(~entage breakdown between acr.:..~s the board and m•::rit from 60/40% to 75/'25%
• Distribute 10(19.) across tht- ht:•ard ifth•?. dollars available for raisr::s do not meet the cost of living
• Award on the previous year's perfonnance unless a fair, •)bjective mc:-chanism can be developed fo:.r awarding merit U
based on the last tluee years
• Develop co:;:t i:<ft~~ctiv.:: Univr;.rsity-wid·:: inc.:-ntiv~::s and

r,u?.rk~.

t.J inrpr.wc;, m•)t'al.:: and productivity (f:l.g. flex time)

Merit Raise Survey
The pUI"f'GS·2 •Jf this surv.:-y is to expl·~.r~ pc·:te.,.dur.:s f.:.r projpe:- distributi·~·n •)f me;·it r;;ise
monies t•j Jdministl'ativ•: st?Jf members when d.:si.gnat·2d mc•ney is :.lV:JiLlble. Th:11ll: you fo.)f

cumpleti.ug the f01lowi.ug questiuns. Please return this complt:oted form with a copy of a
standardized f'erformance e-v:lluatic•.n by Friday, Novemb.:r 12th.

1. In your area, who completes your ·~mployee p:=rfonnance evaluation?

Name:

-------------------------Area:
--------------------------Title:
---------------------------2. ,,Vbat st::Jndardi:.ed fmm (if any) is used for your pert'onn::mc0. evaluation'? (please

attach a blank evaluation form to this survey)
3. Does thj~ standardized fonn adequately re:IJ·=-ct your perform~1.11ce evaluation?
yes
no
unsure
3 a. Please ·:xpl::tin the reason for your answer:

4. How often is the employee pet"formance evalu::l.tion process completed?

5. If merit raises were to be distribut;;:d, 'Nould your performance evaluation be an
objective m·~::tSurem•~nt for the distt·ibution of m·~it doll~1rs?
_ ___,yes
no
UJlSUre

5 a. Please ~xplain the reason for ymu· answer:

6. Would distribution of merit dollars boost morale?

.. -·

___-J--es

_ _ __:110

____unsure

6 a Please explain the reason for your :msvver:

7. Vlh~u percentage of the salary pool shc·uld be distribut;:.d for merit r.:rises?
(note pn;v:ious formula 60% actoss the board+ 40% merit.): ___

_. B. If th~ approved percentage of the salary pool is less than the cost of living increase,
should the ·:ntir;2: p·~r.::ent.age h: distribut·:d ao:t·oss the bo~1rd as merit consid·:t"ltion?
(.,

ves

£

110

_ _unsure

8 a. Please explain th;: reason for your ruiSV•·=r.

?. \VbeJ11ner-.it monies are available, should a f•:Jrtion of this m•:r.it be aw::trded,
retro::tetively, as compen~tiOJl for past years of performa.nce, 'Nhen merit was not
available?
unsure
_f£.__yes
d' no
? a. Pleas·:. explain the reason for your :.=t.nswer:

'T

£.,~/>..
/t--rr-( c·:.~k~~,_
t.{v.--s·:...-:7 .....,.._ -~fl-...!:.---1~-...._~

Other comments concerning merit raises:

Please return to : Judy Donald in Continuing Edu·::atieon
Thank you for your consideration.

·6t:,
Vice Pr.;3id.::r.t for
A·::ad.~r.-.k ;\!fairs
::!JQ M·:Fall Center
Bowling Gr~2n, Ohio 43403-0020
Phun•?. •:419137:!-2915
FAX: t4F•) 3~-3,1•1•5

February 7, 1994
. •.

MEMORANDUM
· ..' ,·

TO:
FROM:

SUBJECT:

Administrative Staff Council
Norma J. Stickler
, Chair, ASC Personnel Welfare Committee
Survey on Merit Evaluations

The Persmmel Welfare Committee was charged with e~:amining the
distribution of any salary pool that might be designated as merit. Duane
Whitmire chaired a subcommittee of PWC t() examine the questkm and was
assisted by Jeanne Wright and Judy Donald. The subcommittee conducted a
survey by first testing the survey with members of the Administrative Staff
Council and then by sending the final survey to a random sample of ~00
administrative staff. Attached is a copy of the cover letter to their final report
and an executive summary of their findings.
The survey results indicate administrative staff members fe.21 that when
merit dollars become available, they should be awarded based on th·~ previous
year's perfonnance unless a fair, objective mechanism can be devek•ped for
awarding merit. Further, respondents e\:pressed a preference fc,r a 7.5%/~5%
split between the across the board portion and the merit p(H·tion. Our current
split is 60°·!~./ 4(1°,~., and the prefer.::nce for a 1,2sser percent for merit is undoubtedly
due to the lack of confidence in the subjective and inconsistent methods used to
allocate merit.
There is clearly a need k•r more standardizatkm, objectivity, and
consistency in the manner in which evaluatilHIS are conduct.2d. While it is very
difficult to define merit, and the d•2finition St:•?ms to vary by departrru2nts, it was
the consensus of PWC that at a minimum, administrative staff members sh\)uld
be asl:ed tc1 list their accmnplishments for the prior y•?ar and have these
accomplishments considered in the determination of merit, irrespt?ctive of oth12r
evaluation criteria that might be used by a unit. Evaluations should be tal:ing
place on a yearly basis even if there is no merit money to distribute.

attachments

Univedty C.)ntputer Servic:en
209 I-hye~ Hall

Bowling Gre.cn, Ohio -13403-0125
(419) 37::!-::!911
Fa't: (419) 327-7723

MEMORANDUM

January 14, 1994

TO:

Norma Stickler, Chair- Persmmel Welfare Committee

FROM:

Duane Whitmire, Chair- PWC Subcommittee on Merit Raises
Judy Donald, PWC Subcommittee on Merit Raises
Jeanne Wright, PWC Subcommittee on Merit Raises

RE:

Final Report

'

As you know, the ASC- PWC Subcommittee on Merit Raisc:~s has been diligently
working the last few months collecting information from Administrative Staff to
meet our charge to "Review and make recommendations on distribution of next
salary pool dollars via the merit system. Factors in this process include the
combination of the past three fiscal years without any merit consideration with the
current fiscal year".

An initial pilot Merit Raise Survey was sent t.o 38 Administrative Staff Council ·
representatives to gather preliininary information that. could be used to fine tune a
survey instrumE-nt. to send to a broader group of administrative staff. The 50%
response rate to om· pilot survey proved valuable in formulating the final
instrmnent.
On December 7, 1fJ9:3 the final version of the 1993 Merit Raise Sm-vey was sent to a
random sample of 200 administrative st:1ff. A total of 48 usable sm-veys were
returned (24% response rate) by the due date. The subcommittee then analyzed the
returns on both a quantitative and qualitative basis which led to the formulation of
conclusions and recommendations that are listed in the Executive Sunmmry.

In an attempt to include all pt-lrtinent information in this report, the following items
are presented for review by all administrative staff members or other interested
parties: 1'1 1 Page ASC-PWC Executive Summary 2) Copy oft.he 2 Page 1993 Merit
Raise Sm-vey, 3:1 1 Page ASC-PWC Merit Raise Sm·vey Quantitative Results, 4) 12
Page ASC-PWC Merit Raise Sm-vey Qualitative Results, and 5) Appendb:: ASamples of Evaluation Forms.
Hopefully, the work of the ASC-PWC Subeomm.it.tee on Merit Raises will prove
valuable to both ASC and central administration as decisions on awarding merit are
made. Both ,Judy Donald and .Jeanne Wright should be commended for their efforts
associated with the work of t.llis subcomulitt.ee. If you need any additional
information, please feel free to contact me.
pc:

G .•Jordan, Chair- Admiilistrative StatiCouncil
R. Waddle, Chair- ASC Salary Committee

...
ASC-PWC Merit Raise Survey - Executive Summary
Based on feedback from respondents to the:. survey, the quantitative and qualitative analysis oft.he-dat.a resulted in
the following conelusions and recommendations.

Conclusions
• More standardization in the evaluation process across the University is 11eeded (e.g. 11 difl:'erent evaluation forms
were received)
··
• The evaluation process is

t.o~'5ulriective

"~

• There are too many inconsistencies in the current. evaluation process
• Although most persons indicated that evaluations were conducted on an annual basis, there were some individuals
who had never received an evaluation (e.g. one person had been employed since 1979 and had never been seen an
evaluation form)
• Recent budgetary and persomiel c.utbacks have added to workloads without appropriate compensation
• Evaluations should have mt<1·it criteria built into them if merit is going to be distributed
• Since th•:. amount of merit moni"'s are so small, the process appears to b•j more n..=.gative than positive
• Merit dollars should not be used for market. adjustments J
• A larger percentage should he distribuh:~d fteross the board and a smaller percentage should be distributed for merit
as opposed to the currt<nt 60/40% distribution
• When the d(lllars availabl,~ do not meet. thE< e(lst of living, the large majority of administrat.ive staff responding to the
survey believe the distribution should he l01)C:{, across the board
• There is no consensus on awarding merit on a retroactive basis ftJr the past three years, but there are strong
feelings that it would be wry dift1cu1t to do .:an a fair, objective basis
• Merit is only one asped ofmoralt<, and other factors for improving morale should be considered

Recommendations
• Develop one standard evaluation fonu to Le used by all vice pre::;idential areas
• Build objeetiv•:. crit.,.ria into a new standard evaluation form
• Implement. methods to increase

(~onsi::tency

in the evaluation process

• Require annual•jvaluations by each supervisor at the Univeri5ity
• Develop a m ..:,ehanism to reward tho.::e affected by increased workloads L• Include merit (·riteri;;t as part •)fthe evaluation process on a University-wid•j standard evaluation form
• Improve the positive aspect of the evaluation p1·oce.;;s by making mol\~ merit monies available
• Eliminate the use of merit. m.mies for mark&t. adjustments
• Change the current percentage breakdown between across the ho:1rd and merit from t)0/-!0'1<'· to
• Distribute 100% across the board if the dollars available.

t~)r

75/'25'1~,

raises do not m•:.-:.t the cost of living

• Award on the previous yt-ar's p8"ff~)rmance unlo?.ss a fair, objectiv.:- m•:-ehanism can be developed for awarding merit !
based on the last three years
·
/
• Develop cost effective University-wide incentives and po:-rks to impr.:,ve moralt: and productivjt.y (e.g. flex time)

Bowlin~g Green State lTniversirv

-

-

MEMORANDUM
TO:

President Olscamp

FROM:

,.,

:~::
::::::~:hairi\)
(L~
Administrative Staf~inu_
.John Moore, Executive
Personnel Services

D~.t·/)Jr ---a..w..,..-,..""'.

The Personnel Welfare Committee recently surveyed a random
sample of approximately half of tht- achninistrative staff of the University
asking for recommendations on the timeframe that should be used for
evaluation when merit increases are next awarded. The consensus was
that only the previous year's perfc:n·mance should be considered unless
there was a fair and objective method of awarding meli.t based on mo1·e
than one year's accomplishments.
We would like to draw to your attention several other findings from
that survey and propose an approach to reS(•lving the problems identified.
1.

Although annual •::valuations are called for in the
Administrative Staff Handbook, they are not being done.
Records in the Pcrson.nel Services Office conJirm this fact.
Annual evaluations and reas.sessment of the job description
should be occurring, irrespective of evaluations for merit
increases.

2.

The Handbook sets D)rth thret- basic criteria by which an
Administrative Staff member should be evaluated, \Vith options
for additional criteria. Th8se options have been implemented
in such a manner that there i3 no longer sufficient basic
similarity among the many evaluation fcJrms being used;
consequently, the vt:-ry definition c.f merit is so various across
campus that it leads to frustration.

We propose that a committee be established with representation from
each of the Viee Presidential areas, the President's area, and the
Administrative Staff Council that \vill be charged with:
1.

Developing a plan to assure there is an annual evaluation of all
administrative staff and an annual assessment of goals and
expectations, whether there are merit dollars or not.

2.

Develop a common definition of merit to be used across all vice
presidential areas.

3.

Develop a component of evaluation forms that would be
common across all vice presidential areas. Preferably this
conm1on component will be written in such a way that it will
serve as a guide to supervisors as well as to staff.

4.

Make further recommendations on evaluation forms.

71
Vice President for
/.cad.'?mic Affairs
~20 !VkFall c~nter
B•)Wiifl;_!; •~r•?o?n, CrJ-oj,j

43<103-0020

Phon:;: (419'1 3?:2-2~'1 5
FA:-~:

February 14, 1994

MEMORANDUM

TO:

PWC

FROM:

Norma J.

SUBJECT:

Meeting

Stkk~J-~

J1-fi-...-

I do not believe il i:: nec.::ssary for us to meet this 'vveek. Li::t me bring you up to date,
}·,.:;wever, on v1hal is ha.pp·~nin;S with our proposals. TJ·,,:: letl<::r n:;garding optx•rtunities for
advancement has been sent to John Moore aru:l Marshall R•)S.::. John, Marshall, and Sue Crawford
have already s.::t up a In~t::ting to discuss est:;,blishment of an ir.stitute for staff.. and they have in
mind poh::ntially worl:ir.g with oth•::-r univ.::-rsitir::-s to share rescmrces and parlidpants. The
remaining portions of that ldl<~r havr; t..::.::n shared v;ith the hiiing area of Personnel Services for
review and implerru::r.tation as appropdate.
The repc•rl on 1n.::-rit increases, et.:. has been presented to the Executive Committe.:: and
will be ern the a;:;enda of the full ASC n'l•::eling in Marda. There will h:: tw.::• m.)tions f,Jr action,
one dealing with the idea c•f .:on:>id.::ling only thr::: past year for merit unless there is a fair.
obje.::tive way ,)f going bad,: more ye.:.rs, and the other motion will be on the issue of 75%/::!5%
split on across-the-board/merit.
The rnedt subcomrnitte.:::' 5 r•::-port pn::s•::-r.ted many culKerns ab.:rut the absence of
evaluations, and the lad: of objectivity and consisteru:y wl-11::n they are done. I spc.ke with the
E:·:e.::ulive Commith:-e about th•::-se issues and also spoL:: with John Mcw:Jre. I asked hiin if he
would .:o-sig,1·, v;ith Gret; Jordar. a n-•.::mo to .::;tablish a committe.:: with repre;.::-r.tativ•::s from each
vice presid·::nti.:Il area to dr::v•::lop a plan t•J assure that evaluations take place .:md that then:: is
sOine cmrurton component acr.:.ss campus and a .::omt-r,on definition c•f merit. When Lh·~ mem.J is
sigm:d by J.::•hn and Greg Jordan, I'll send y;)u all a •X•py. Sounds like a LONG proje.::t, but John is
enthusiastk at...:mt helping us and i:; him.:df sendin;s •)lit a memo to the vke presi.;{.:c>nts reminding
them of the n•::ed to do annual evaluations and listing ti·,.y;;.~ that still hav•:: not b::•::n done.

I have also talh::d lo Bill Bal:::•::r about our id·::a of using the evaluation process as a "pilot
project." H.:- is reluctantt.:r lx:conv:: invoJv.::-d wi!h •::valuations as it has beEn his e:•p•::Iien.::e that it
can be viewed as threateninJ to ernploy0:::;-even if \Ve w•::r0 just Wo)rl-.ing on the process, so I
think we will need to tah~ the approach outlined above in::tead.
Again, thz,nl-.s to all C•f you. Y0u Em:: a great COJY.rnitlee to \'/Ork v;ith.

(41 ~,·,.::72-E'4"1·_:;

TO:

Dr. Chris Dalton
Vice-President for Pla1ming and Budgeting

FROM:

Greg Jordan, Chair
Administrative Staff Council

RE:

Merit Increases

February 23, 1994

Thank you for your response on February 17 to the February 10
memo that John Moore and I sent to Dr. Olsramp and the Vice-Presidents.
We appreciate your support of the concepts in the memo.
Your question in your response regarding what consensus, if any
is there on what 00 should be merit if raises continue in the 3% range can be
answered as follows:
First, for the past four or five years, it has been the
recommendation of the ASC Salary Committee, and thus ASC~ that if the
salary pool level falls below the cost of living inflationary figure, then all
salary increase dollars should be distributed across the board. There is every
indication that tins recommendation will remain in any salary proposal that
is forwarded to your office.
Second, a motion will be put on the floor of the March ASC
meeting that will propose that any merit distribution will be based on a
75/25% rather than the current 60/40 split. I will inform you if that. motion
passes.
Thank you for your attention in tins matter. I would be happy to
discuss tins topic with you in greater detail.
pc:

Pat Green
John Moore

BGSU Administrative Staff Survey:
Performance .f\Jmra~§ll.l Process
vv~t

.J

DA1E:

March 1, 1996

TO:

Administrative Staff

FROM:

Performance Appraisal Process Conmuttee
Judy Donald, Continuing Education
.------ Bryan Benner, Physical Plant
Sllirley Colancr, Human Resources
_-Lori Schumacher, Payroll
Robert Grahan1, Institute for Great Lakes Research Judy Paschalis, \VBGU-TV
Joann Kroll, Career Services
Shelley Appelbaum, Athletics
Karen \Voods, Human Resources
John Moore, Human Resources

As you are no doubt aware, the Performance Appraisal Process Conmuttee is charged with putting in place a
pro~ess that will be used unifomlly to gauge the perfom1a.nce of Adnli11istrative Staff. It is important to note
that Dr. Sidney Ribe.au has given hls complete support for tlus work.
Hi:;torically, fer some BGSU Admil"istrative Staft: evaluations have been sporadic ~t berct. Likewise, the
process was not based on any method that would lead to career development or to positive conmlUnication
between management and staff about goals and work plans. The time for change is now.
Thus, our Conmuttee needs your input<to develop a more definitive perfom1ance process for Administrative
Staff. Attached you will find a survey that has been constructed to gather as much information as possible and
yet only take about 10 nlinutes from your busy schedule.. Please complete the survey and return to Judy Donald
in the campus envelope provided by Friday, March S, 1996. All responses will be confidential.
Thank you in advance for giving us your thoughtful feedback on this important issue. This is only one of many
important changes coming about on our campus that will lead to positive growth for not only the University but
for each of us as professionals.

Section A. General Information. The following iufonuation will be used to aggregate survey responses.

1.

In which vice presidential an:..1 are you employed?

0
0
0

Academic Affairs (lj

o·

Operations (4)

Student Scrvi.x:s (2j

0
0

University Relations (S)

Planning & Budgeting (3)

OU1er (e.g., PresidiO'nt's Oflke, AUlletics, etc.) it.i)

2.

How long have you held your current job? _ _ _ ye:rrs

J.

D.:.es your department or division have a prc..:-ess in pl3ce f.Jr evaluating administrative still" mmually'l

0 Ycs, a fom13l pr.xess •J)
4.

To eiilimce my pr.:-,fcssi.:.nal devek•pmenl£::'1r future p•:.sitions al U1e univer3ity t:J)
To administer rcw!lfd3 (e.g., merit pay, pwmotioni, and punislm1ents (e.g., dis.:.iplinury acti.:•ns) (4)
To discuss and review my p.:•sition description (S)
Not sure (6)

Did your direct supervis.)f/manager prepJI'e u writlen evaluation ofy.:.ur job perf.:mi:u1ce at the end of the 1994-95 fisc.al year?
0 No (2)

ONotsure (:\)

Did your direct supervisor/m:u1ager sit down with y.:.u at the end of the 1••94-95liscal yeJI' and conduct a per3t:lllal perfom1a.nce
appraisal interview?
0 No(:l)

o Not sure

(3)

Have you ever received training in how to evaluate job perform:uiCe and/or c.:.nduct a pers.Jnal perfom1ance appraisal interview?

o Yes(l)
8.

(4)

To set goals/.:.bjectives f.:.r my next yeJr's performance (2)

0 Ycs(l)

7.

0 Not sure

To provide me with fe.:dback .:.n rny past ye:rr's pe.rf.Jrm:u1ce (1)

o Yes(l}
6.

0 No (3)

If you un:.>vcred "YES" to Question #3, what are the current re:Json(s:l •Jr purpose(:il lor evaluating perfom1ance? (Check as many as
apply)

0
0
0
0
0
0
5.

0 Yes, :m i.J.U:)mial process (2)

0No(2)

o Hot :.ure

(3)

Do you currently evaluate the perfoffilUilCC of other BGSU employec3'l (Checl: 33 m:my :lS npply)
0 Yes, I evaluate Classifkd St.ufi (I)
0

Yes, I evulllilte other Administrative Staff(:!)

0

Yes, I evaluate student employees (3)

0No(4)
9.

Overall, how would y•:•u evalu.:~te the e.IIectiveness ofU1e current perf.Jrma.nce evaluation sy5i.em for Administrative Stnft'7
0

0

0

Very
Effective (1)

E1Tective (2)

Neither Effective
N.Jr Inelfeetive (3)

0

0

Very
Ineffective (!i)

7S'
Secfion B. Reactions to the Current BGSlT Performance Appraisal System for Administrative Staff. Please rate the level to
which each of the following items best describes your most recent performance aJJpraisal at BGSU. U JOU han not received a
performance appraisal in the past 24 months, ple.asc skip to Section C.
Dcl.;ribe8 it
Vcry Well (7)

Dc.cribca it
VcryPoorly(l)

10. The appraisal helped me le:Jm how I c:m do my job better

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11. I learned a lot from the appraisal

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

12. The appraisal helped me understmd my streng1hs :md weaknesses

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13. I have a ~tearer idea of what the boss expect3 of me because of the appraisal

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14. I was satisfied with my review

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

15. I fc::el go.::..:l about the way the appraisal was conducte4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16. There are may ways in which I would have liked the nppr:lisal to be diiTerent

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

17. My appraisal made me :mgry

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

18. The appraisal interview was upsetting

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19. I was tense during the appraisal interview

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

20. I was at ease during most of the appraisal

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

21. My boss did not really have enough infom1ntion about my perfo)nnance

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

22. My boss overlooked inlport.ant parts of my past perf.:onn:mce

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

23. My boss seemed lo be too emotional

0

0

o·

0

0

0

0

2-t. My appraisa1 seemed arbitrary

0

0

0

.0

0

0

0

Please provide any comments regarding the current appraisal t~ystem for evaluating Administrative Staff.
.~··: ~

Section C. Future Performance AJlJlraisal System. Please provide any suggestions about how to improve the appraisal system
for evaluating Administrative Staff in the future.

Please indicate your level of agreement with e.ach of the following items by cheddng the most appropriate response.

No=itber
Sb"(ongly

25. A new perfom1an.:'e opprais:ll system is needed

D~~grce(lj

DiM£rCC

1\grcc ncoe
DiAaercc

Stroo£ly

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Ai!-'"CC

.~cc(!l)

26. A new per.lhnnance appraisal system ha3 a go.:;d
chance of being successful
27. There is enough trust at BGSU f,)r a new perf.:muance
appraisal system ft' be effe.(:tive

THANK YOU!

Please return to Judy Dmwld (Continuing ELiuc..~atioJ~) in the envdfpe prol'ide.:l by
Friday, March 8, 1996.

C:\o::lL\IR\IJliiV\iX'•MMITI\PA_CUF.V.},;)-:;
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The Administrative Compeitsation Plan
Feedback for Les Barber
6/18/96
Page 2, Paragraph 2

...
"It is obvious"- \Vhy is it obvious on 6/17 when the ~xact opposite appeared· tot;;:; obvious -on 10/12?
Page 2, Paragraph 3
This paragraph needs to be clarified
"... are a host of other possibilities." THAT NEED TO BE DISCUSSED
In the last sentence, delete "It is obvioualy premature to discuss th.::n-., but. t.h12y 3r•::
available to the imagination, and" Start this sentence with "Some"
If sc.me of the caps options"... w.::re 1::ven outlined f.::,r u:; }.::,ng· a:!"o bv our (':Onsultant t.h:~
Mercer Comr,.any. "', why didn't w.:: discu.3:3 thern ba.~l: then?"' "" ,

Regarding "Jvlany options are open to us .... ", is one of the cjpti•:Jns gTandfat.hering curr.::nt
employees?
Page 2, Paragraph 4

In line 3, "wert:" sh•juld be WE
Regarding the firat sentenc.~, it. will b·~ hard f.:.r S(•m.:: administrativ·~ staff to believe thst
the Department IJf Lab.::,r is being that ap.~.;ific with the Univ.::rsity, bc::,::aue.:: the
Compensation Plan issue is 9 year.:; old and th.:- Univ.::rsit.y n·~ver did anything
In line 5, \'vhy is the central administ.rati(•ft " ... in a different. rnudc:: ,::,f thc.u;ht.. .. "

Page 3, Paragraph 1
"... we have hired ex:ru:-rienc.::d I.::gal counsel.. .. " Why wasn't inb::rnallegal c.:ounsel
sUJ.'Iicient?
"Cc,unsel's advice is cc.mr·dlin.s." Why, the .:entral administration hasn't. dealt. with it for 9
years? Why wasn't it compelling when dassifi.:·d .staff revi.~w·~d their CJ)mpens~'lti•m pbn a
few years ago -caps were not. impos·~d on da.:;sified ataff.
Page 3, ParagTaph 4
'We met with Y•jUI" Admin.i.;trati•,~,;; StaiTC.:.urtdl EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE .... "
In line ~. deld.e "Council's" and insett. EXECUTfVE COMMITTEE'S
In line Li, "discussion" should be DISCUSSIONS

Overall
Info1·m Les that the ASC Executive Committee is the small group that met. with th.:- viee
J'residents on June 12, and ASC is the larg.:- gToup ofrepr.~s·~nt.Bt.iv.~s.

Oitke oi the President
~.,o McFall Center
r.owling Gr0:!rt, Ohio 43403-0010
PhoJno~; (419) 37:!-::!:!11
FAX: ('119) 37:"!-SH.;

MEMORANDUM
TO:

All Administrative Staff Members

FR01'v1:

Sidney A. Ribeau, President and
University Vice Presidents

DATE:

Jtme 24, 1996

RE:

The Administrative Staff Compensation Plan

~ ~·
:x:ttu (J

As we approach the Jtme 1996 meeting of the Board of Trustees, there is information
which we wish to convey to each of you directly. That infom1ation is organized below
w1der several headings.
THE APPEALS PROCESS

The vice presidents group has completed its review of the appro:ximately 140 appeals
submitted. Job factor ratings and grade levels have been determined for each of the
affected positions. The results will now be sent to Human Resources and subsequently
to the individual administrative staff members and their supervisors. This process has
taken us a long time, but our goals of accuracy and fairness required maximum
participation by administrative staff and e:xtensive review. The Appeals Committee,
composed of administrative staff members, did its work in a thoughtful, careful
mam1er. The vice presidents group accepted the appropriateness of the Committee's
recommendations in the great majority of cases. In some instances, however,
adjushnents of the factor ratings and grade were made, either upward or downward,
with the goal being equity across the organizational spectrum of the University.
THE RTNE BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING

A detailed report on the ~om :.ensatiOll):""~la.nt-its theoretical basis and background
history, our progress to date, as we c ~ ·ey issues for the future--will be made at the
June .:!7th meeting of the Board. It has been the Board's desire that important issues,
especially critical and comple:x ones, be brought to them in two steps: for information at
one meeting and for action at a subsequent meeting. That is what we plan to do in this
case. The presentation on June .:!7th will be informational only. The first 1996-97
meeting in the fall will be the appropriate time to request Tntstee action on the plan.
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A second reason why we think it prudent to delay a request for Trustee adion tmtil the
falJ is that we have not yet reaclted dosure on several key policy issues. It will be best
to complete all the essential. broad policy components of our plan before sub_mitting it
for official review and action. The next section of this letter will address a critical policy
component whicll is not yet complete.
SALARY SCALE l\IINIMll1\1S, MA\Il\RTI\IS AND CURRENT El\fPLOYEES

An effedive compensation "~lan must have both minimum and maximum salaries for
each gra~ e.
oreover, in order for the plan to effectively maintam. eqm y across 1e
dhj§!Qnal-UReS-Of-:the-tTniversity, mininn1Dlan-d-maximum salary levels must be
_appropriately enforced.
Obviously, minimum salaries are easier to enforce than maximum salaries. Salaries of
current employees which fall below the minimum in their grades will be moved to the
minimum. Even though formal Trustee action on the plan will not occur until the fall,
we are still fully committed to recommending that all staff members who completed job
analysis forms when the process was initiated in 1994-95 and whose current salaries fall
below the minimtmts for their respective grades should have their salaries raised to the
minimum, retroactive to January 1, 1996. Once these individuals' salaries have been
raised to the minimum, their 1996-97 salary increments--across-the-board and merit
together--will be recalculated using the new, higher base salary. Also, new employees
will not be hired at salaries below the minimum, absent extraordinary circumstances. It
is the question of enforcing maximum salaries, however, which presents us with a
much more complex situation.
From the very beginning, continuing employees whose current salaries fall outside their
salary range have presented a special challenge for the project teams which have
worked on implementation of our plan. Closure has been rea..:hed on a method for
handling those employees below the minimums, a's indicated above. At an earlier stage
of the process, when we were less aware of certain constraints on our freedom to act we
indicated that we were committed to an approach which would have no impact on
future salary increases for individuals above the maximums. ~Ve stated our intention in
good faith at the time, but dr..:tmtstances now dictate that we re-consider this position.
No dedsions of any sort have been made, except the one to begin talking about the
subje..:t again. :Many options are open to us, but in examining the various mechanisms
which may be available for enfordng maximum salaries.• we must (Onsider the
possibility, among others, that administrative staff salaries will have to be capped.
Mer..:er consultants have already provided several options which we will consider. At
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one end of the spectrtm1 is still the possibility of refusing to implement caps of any tyt..1e.
At the other e~treme would be absolute caps on s.'l.laries above the ma:".:imum. There are
several options between these e~tremes, such as awarding bonuses to employees above
the maximum while leaving salary base unchanged. We expect to e:\:amine all
reasonable options in the coming weeks, and as we do so, we will ahvays have as our
goal the creation of the most equitable possible system for our administrative staff,
consistent with principles of sotmd pers01mel and financial management.
As you think about the issues being raised in this letter, please remember that salary
minimums, midpoints, and maximums will move upward on a regular basis. We
anticipate detennining how often the pl.'l.n will be adjusted during the second phase of
the project. Also, please remember that, even if a decision to implement ma:".:imum
salary levels of some sort is made, they will not take effect until July 1, 1997 at the
earliest. Raises for the coming year are being assigned without regard to this issue.
You should also be assured that no salary will be reduced to create compliance with
maximums, should such eventually be adopted. Those of you (fewer them 30) whose
salaries are currently above the maximum will continue to earn that base salary. In
addition, we also plan, as part of our consideration of this matter, to investigate the
possibility that some of those currently above the maximtm1 hold positions which are
affected by market factors which do not impact on other positions in the same salary
grade. If that proves to be the case, consideration will be given to liberating those
positions from current maximtm1 limitations. Finally, we are also considering whether
to provide any supplemental appeal opportunities should it ultimately be decided that
limitations of some sort must be placed on salary growth for those above the grade
maximums. At the very least, once the compensation plan has been adopted by the
Board of Trustees, emplo}'ees will have the opporttmity to file grievan..:es, using the
process in the Administrative Staff Handbook.
A key reason why this issue of maximums must be confronted openly and investigated
at this time involves the scrutiny which the ..:ompensation plan will face from the Office
of Federal Conh·ad Complian..:e Programs (OFCCP). In 1CIS6, the university signed a
letter of commitment to OFCCP pledging to adopt a compensation plan for
administrative staff. This commitment, which has gone tmfulfilled for 10 years, must
now be completed. It is also worth remembering that the leadership of administrative
staff has advo..:ated the implementation of a compensation plan for many years. The
University's progress on the development of a spedfic plan is tmder considerable and
careful review by OFCCP. As we have studied the issue of maximum salaries more
carefully, and with an eye toward OFCCP's possible posture, it has be..:ome apparent to
us that a compensation plan without an effective mechanism to appropriately enforce
maximum salary levels may not pass muster.
As you might
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imagine, this presents us with a compelling reason to re-consider our position on this
issue very carefully, We are in active consultation with legal counsel experienced in
these matters and their advice will guide us as we come to a decision on this important
policy issue.
\Ve very much regret the need to change direction on this matter of maximum salaries.
We understand that some staff will have sharp feelings in reaction to our decision, but
for the reasons stated .lbove, we feel that our only responsible course of action is to
revisit the issue of "caps" at this time.
CONCLUSION
As soon as we recognized the need to reexamine the issue of above-maximum salaries,
we decided that such discussion would necessarily have to be conducted publicly as
well as internally within the administration of the University. And, we further decided
that we sin1ply must be up front with our constituencies by ruu1mmcing our decision to
you directly and as soon as possible.
We met with Administrative Staff Cow1cil's Executive Committee on Jtme 1:! to give the
members this essential infom1ation in person. It was decided that direct and in1mediate
communication with administrative staff members was crucial. This letter is the result
of that decision. We will be in regular touch with Administrative Staff Council's
leadership throughout this process, and we thoroughly expect to receive advice and
suggestions from that group and from the executive committee. \Ve pledge to keep you
informed of all in1portant steps in the discussion process. And, as always, we hope for
your tmderstanding about our decision and for your patience.
XC:

...

University Comnumity, including Board of Trustees ~1embers
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THURSDAY, 8/29/96
DRAFT

Administrative Staff Compensation Plan: Recommendations on
Some Outstanding Policy Issues
At and following its meeting on August 27, 1996 the "Council of Vice Presidents" or
"Mercer Groupn further refined the following policy statements.
1. Administrative staff members whose salaries are below minimum for grade will
have their salaries brought up to minimum. The process by which that will be done is
as follows.
(a) 1995-96 salaries for all individuals below the minimum for grade, based on
the 1995-96 salary table, will be adjusted upward to the minimum, retroactive from
January 1, 1996. Salary raises for 1996-97 will then be recalculated and moved
upward, based on the adjusted '95-96 salary.
·(b) A second salary table, time-adjusted for 1996-97, has now been constructed,
based on recommendations from Mercer Inc. Individuals whose '96-97 salaries are , ; - ...
still below minimum for grade on this new table will be brought up to the grade
,~-::,J_-'minimum, retroactive from July 1, 1996.
2.
In general, Position Request and Authorization forms for administrative staff new
·,.es will specify salaries with a range from the grade minimum to the .midpoint.
~-.tsting a salary level higher than the midpoint for grade will require prior approval by
the area vice president, after consultation with the offices of Human Resources and
Affirmative Action.
3.
In the eVent that a higher grade placement for an administrative staff member
results from a new position analysis, that person is guaranteed at least a 5% increase
in salary OR the minimum salary for the new grade, whichever is great~-n~:=-~:~;~>
4. If an administrative staff member is promoted to a different position in a higher
grade, that person is guaranteed at least a 5% increase in salary OR the minimum
salary for the new grade, whichever is greater.

5.

When an administrative staff member is assigned to a position in a higher grade on
an interim/temporary/acting basis, the following salary adjustment policy will apply.
If the person's service in the new position is longer than 30 calendar days, s/he will
receive a premium for the time served equal to at least a 5~~ncrease in salary OR the
minimum salary for the new grade, whichever is greater. /'C' ':16

-

In cases where an administrative staff member is demoted to a position in a lower
~· ade, the person's salary will be lowered to a level in the new grade equivalent ·to

- 1-
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'

his/her level in the original one.
7. In cases where an administrative staff member is transferred, in a lateral move,
"· to another position at the same grade level and requiring approximately the same
d•3!]ree of skill, effort and responsibility,· normally the individual's salary will not be
adjusted.
8. A special market premium may be established for a particular job title when
market conditions exist causing excessive turnover, when a salary level midpoint is
well below market average for the job and/or when there is a failure of a current
salary range to attract qualified candidates.
9. Beginning in 1997-98, the ranges for each grade will be adjusted in a three-year,
recurring cycle. In the first two years of each cycle, the ranges for each grade will
move up annually by an· amount which is 1% less than the average salary increment
paid to administrative staff that year. Every third year, beginning with 1999·2000,
the University will conduct a reevaluation of the ranges in light of current market
conditions, as well as other relevant factors, and adjust the ranges in light of that
reevaluation.

10. BGSU will enforce salary maximums for all administrative staff positions, but it
will exempt from the caps for a period of three years those administrative staff
employees whose salaries are already above the maximums for their grades.
Effective July 1, 2000, the salaries of any staff members still above their maximums
will be frozen until such time as those salaries are within range. If at any time
during the three years a staff member's salary should fall within range, the exemption
ceases to apply to that individual and the maximum will be enforced.
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Bowling Green State University
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TO: Administrative staff
FROM: Personnel WeHare Committee ASC
Attached for your information are the results of a survey comparing other
Ohio universities on issues that are 'near and dea~ to contract staff at
BGSU. To determine how issues such as merit, longevity, salary caps, pay
classification systems, etc. are addressed at other universities, PWC
surveyed six of these institutions. Reading this document will provide you
with an understanding of what other universities are doing in these areas.
A brief summary follows:

* Most have 100% merit. Across the board is reserved for union members.

* All but OSU have salary classification systems
* Only haH the universities have a standardized evaluation tool, but nearly
all tie merit to performance

* Two of the six have salary paps
* Three of six have an aim of getting an employee to the midpoint of their
salary range within a prescribed number of years, or competency level

* Only one of the universities has a cost of living adjustment
Please direct comments and questions to your ASC representative.

A Comparison of Ohio's State Universities on Merit and Salary Classification for Administrative Staff
Part 1
February 21, 1997

Akron

Cincinnati

Miami

1.

Do you have merit?

Yes

Yes

Yes

2.

How does merit work?

A pool of money based on X~~ is
allocated to units.
Units allocated based on whatever
mechanism they choose.

Merit is allocated to units 0-8% can
be allocated Department decides
mechanism

Available pool detem1ined by V.P.
Business & Finance.

3.

How long has merit been
in place?

At least since 1979. Became a state 20 years
u. in 1960's. Assumes merit's
existence since that time.

4.

What % of pay raise is
merit/across the board?

100% Merit

100%

Recently its been 2%. (In addition
to merit, Miami has annually
awarded equity increases, recently
between 2-3%)

5.

What is the process used
for negotiating this %?

None

None

None

6.

Is % of merit/across
board same every year?

No

No

7.

How frequently is merit
given? How determined?

Once a year, depending on
financial situation.

Annual, except the year of financial
problems

At least 7 years ( 1990)

Once a year, depending on
financial situation.

Akron

Cincinnati

Miami

8.

\Vhat is criteria used to
detemtine amt merit pay?

Each unit/area has its own method
or procedure.

None. Each department decides
own process. Some do across the
board. Have a university form; few
use it. Departments decide-discretion, no consistency, no
evaluation form consistency. Some
don't. Lots of departments across
the board merit.

Supervisor/manager may decide
how much of the available
departmental pool will be awarded
each employee.

9.

Is merit tied to
perfomtance
evaluations?

No

Each does own. Have fonn, not
used.

In most cases, but no appraisal
tool used in many departments.

10.

Is merit given as bonus
or rolled into base
salary?

Base salary

Base salary

Base salary

11.

Is there classification
system for contract staff?

Yes

Yes

Yes

12.

How long has system
been in place?

Since 1979; for position by grade.
Does not deal with annual salary
.
review process.

1977

Not definite, at least 7 years

Not satisfied. In process of
revision.

Is OK; functional, needs to be
updated.

Frustrated with the current system.
Uneasy about what impact Mercer
results will have on establishing
another system.

Promotion and job audit program
(based on a point factor system)

Job families, not grades Can move
to Sr. level Dept. recommendation

Promotion certainJy, but not sure
what other criteria may be used.

13. How satisfied is the staff
with the system?

14.

What is the process for
moving from grade to
grade?

Akron

Cincinnati

Miami

15. VVhathappens\vhen
reach top of pay grade?
Do staff get merit?

No salary caps so doesn't affect
merit. However, expects to have
salary caps in future for adm. staff
only.

At top can't receive more except by
merit

Not sure

16. Given staff receives
~verage merit pay, how
long to move from
minimum to maximum?
To midpoint? First
quartile?

Doesn't know; has never tracked
information

No set time

Not sure. Intermediate ranges not
determined yet.

17. Are there rules for
progression through
ranges (i.e., longevity,
performance)?

No. Years of service was not
considered when the classification
system was put in place in 1979.

Not ranges
Job families they progress through

Not yet

18. Does pay range move
with each across board
increase?

Salary ranges do move. However,
last year there wasn't an increase
made to the salary ranges. Two
years ago there was a 2% increase.

No across the board increases

Not yet

19. VVhat determines how
much pay ranges move?

The President and Board make all
decisions on salary range
movements and on the %.

--

How often are wage
assessntentsurveys
done?

Don't know, but internal surveys
have been done.

Benchmarks usually done annually.
Special market families are looked
at more often such as computer
services.

20.

The Board makes all final financial
decisions. Mercer will certainly
impact the movement.
Annually

A!u·on

Cincnnnmt!

M!ami

11.

What external groups are
assessments compared
against?

No external bench marking.

Didn't ask

22.

What changes have
occurred based on results
of assessments?

None

None

Not sure

23.

Is there cost-of-living
adjustment?

No

No

Called the equity pool at Miami.
Generally 2-3% given.

24.

How is amt & frequency
determined?

N/A

N/A

V. P. Business & Finance annually
designates an amount available for
two pools (equity & merit). The
Board votes.

25.

What happens when
reach top of pay grade?
Do staff get cost-ofliving?

N/A

No cost of living, can add merit

Not yet detemtined

26.

Sending copies of
documents

Admin. Staff handbook
pay range scale
performance evaluation fonn
when revised, information related
to pay classification

No handbook, sending other forms

Will send whatever can be gather.
Send our final documents to
Miami.

A Comparison of Ohio's State Universities on Merit and Salary Classification for Administrative Staff
Part2
February 21, 1997

Ohio State

Ohio University

Toledo

1.

Do you have merit?

Yes

Yes

Yes. Goal is to develop a
quantifiable merit perfom1ance
appraisal system over the next
year.

.,.....

How does merit work?

Broad banding--gives more
flexibility to each chair/dean. The
broad banding will not withstand a
fed labor audit as well as
"rnicroboxes" but OSU believes that
it will handle a large institution
better.

A pool of money is determined by
the BOT. The average an10unt is set
at X%. Dept. Dir. or chairs are given
a range from 2%-7% that they can
assign.

A pool of money, based on X~o of
the unit's salary pool, is allocated
to the unit. Units allocate merit as
they choose to individuals who
earn a satisfactory or better
perfom1ance evaluation during a
given year.

Since 1977

Since 1994

100%

100%

Administrative Senate recommends
% but BOT rarely agrees

Pers01mel Office makes salary 0 ~
increase recommendation to the
President and the Board

100%

No

3.

How long has merit
been in place?

4.

What ~ oof pay raise is
merit/across the board?

5.

What is the process
used for negotiating
this%?

6.

Is % of merit/across
board same every year?

Only unions get across the board ...
everyone else 100% merit (last year
4%, provost had additional I%; 4%
year before)

No

Oflnio Stmte

ORnfio 1IJniversUy

Toledo

Once per year (if a salary is in the
bottom half of pay scale, mid-year is
possible)

Once a year depending on financial
situation

Once a year

Evaluation and goal achievement

Satisfactory or better perfomtance
evaluation leads to merit increases

Tied to performance, peer equity,
market surveys for position

Yes

Yes. Outstanding performance
should = outstanding merit
increases. Personnel Office
reviews all evaluations and merit
increases to ensure merit is
distributed fairly.

10. Is merit given ns bonus
or rolled into base
salary?

One time bonus might be used for
relatively high paid staff

Base salary

Base salary

11. Is there classification
system for contract
staff?

Moving into broad banding - away
from classification mechanism

Yes

Yes. "1-Iayn job evaluation
method.

1977

Since 1994, a perfomtance
management system is in place for
unclassified positions.

7.

How frequently is
merit given? How
determined?

8.

What is criteria used to
determine amt merit
pay?

9.

Is merit tied to
performance
evaluations?

12.

How long has system
been in place?

..

13. How satisfied is the
staff with the system?

Ohio State

Ohio University

Toledo

When they publicized their intent to
move away from any across-theboard raises, they conducted many
seminar on can1pus--and received
only 15 letters against moving to
100% merit

Fairly satisfied. Very few appeals.

Generally satisfied

.

14.

What is the process for
moving from grade to
grade?

Appeal audit promotion

Promotion and/or position job reanalysis

15.

What happens when
reach top of pay grade?
Do staff get merit?

Dept. Head or chair may appeal to
V.P. to waive cap (usually this done)

Guidelines call for salaries to be
frozen at the top of a pay grade
and employees are "red-lined"

16.

Given staff receives
average merit pay, how
long to move from
minimum to
maximum? To
midpoint? First
quartile?

No assumption about getting to
maximum. Aim is to get to
midpoint.

2.5 years to 151 quartile
5 years to midpoint (longer to
maximum, not a designated time
period)

Assumption is an individual will
be at the mid-point of their salary
grade when perfom1ing at the
"fully competent" level as:,
specified on the position analysis
questionnaire (the amount of time
needed to learn and do the job)

17.

Are there rules tor
progression through
ranges (i.e., longevity,
perfonnance)?

Movement is based on how good
budgets look .

Performance is the primary guide for
progression. Equity is a factor also.

No rules built into system for
further advancement beyond midpoint

...

-

18. Does pay range move
with each across board
increase?

Olldo §tate

Obio ll.Jnnversity

Toledo

1/3 to Y2 of normal pay raise (last
year, this meant that the pay scales
moved up 2%, pay raise was 4%)

Pay range moves 50% of merit pool

No~ but pay ranges are reexamined every 2 years by the
Personnel Office, who
reconmtends to the President and
the Board that the ranges be
increased by X%

19.

What determines how
much pay ranges
move?

BOT and Admin. make decision

On an as-needed basis, for
individual positions.

:!0.

How often are wage
assessment surveys
done?

Every 5 years

At least every two yenrs, for salary
ranges. Director of Compensation
and Benefits monitors institution's
salaries both from an intemal and
external perspective annually.

21.

What external groups
are assessments
compared against?

CUPA and possibly other market
studies

CUPA, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
IUC and MAC school salaries

Some salary have been adjusted, both
up and down

Competitive market adjustments
for individual positions and the
entire salary grade structure

No

No

The groups chosen depend on the
occupation. For academic advising,
they compare to other Big Ten
schools. For computing, to central
Ohio business.

.,.,

""· What changes have

occurred based on
results of assessments?

23.

Is there cost-of-living
adjustment?

No

Ohio State

'

Ohio University

Toledo

24.

How isamt&
frequency detemtined?

N/A

Personnel monitors external salary
guidelines to ensure Toledo's
salary ranges are competitive

25.

What happens when
reach top of pay grade?
Do staff get cost-ofliving?

N/A

No

26.

Sending copies of
docwuents

Pay range scale portion of Adm.
Handbook

Copies of pay grades, of
perfomtance management system
and evaluation fomts received
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TO:

Administrative Staff

FROM: Joan Morgan, Chair Administrative Staff Council
Joe Luthman. Chair, Personnel Welfare Committee JLUTHMA@BGNET
Ann Betts
ABETIS@BGNET
DBOYCE@BGNET
Deb Boyce
Sharon Hanna
HANNA@WBGU
Joyce Kepke
KEPKEJM@ BGNET
. lnge Klopping
IKLOPPI@CBA
Ed O'Donnell
EODONNE@BGNET
RE:
Draft Document: Principle and Recommendations for
a Performance-Based Merit System for Administrative Staff at Bowling
Green State University
To Be Discussed March 13 at 1:30 during an on-call meeting of ASC
Attached you will find a draft document prepared by the Personnel
Welfare Committee (PWC) of Administrative Staff Council (ASC). This
document contains recommendations for a performance based merit
system for administrative staff. This document was prepared in response
to a resolution passed at the May 24, 1996, Board of Trustees meeting in
which the Board "request(ed) that the Central Administration work with the
Faculty Senate and the Administrative Staff Council to carefully re-evaluate
the process for determining merit salary increases during the coming year"
and clearly indicated its intention to "re-evaluate the balance of merit and
across-the-board salary increases for the 1997-98 fiscal/academic Year."
In response to this mandate two committees composed of
Administrative Staff have been looking at two separate but closely related
processes: the performance appraisal process and the merit award
process. The first committee, chaired by Judy Donald, started meeting
prior to the Board's mandate. A draft of the process and evaluation form
has been shared with ASC. A final revision of the document is underway.
The second committee, composed of a subgroup of our PWC has
been working throughout this fiscal year on a policy that will deal with merit
for administrative staff. It reviewed the Faculty draft of merit pay policy
while evaluating its own version of a policy. We are pleased that both
groups independently arrived at many of the same conclusions. ASC has
adopted some of the language of the Faculty document. A copy of this
draft document is attached.
An on-call meeting of ASC has been called on March 13 to discuss
this draft document. It is important that we get as much input as possible
before we submit revisions of this draft document to the administration. We
ask that comments and suggestions on this merit proposal from
administrative staff be shared with representatives so these can be

discussed at our March 13 on·call meeting. Certainly any comments you
would like to make to members of PWC would also be appropriate.
Personnel Welfare will review all comments and suggestions and modify
the proposal as it deems appropriate.
Dr. Middleton has indicated that he would like to present information
about our progress at the April 24, 1997, Board of Trustees meeting so we
have a little more than a month to make comments and revisions. As we
work with this document it is important that we understand the
administration believes that this is a first try at something new and plans to
revisit this document and the entire process on a regular basis. ASC
believes that annual review and revision of the documents is imperative
and has incorporated the concept in its ten principles.
We feel it is essential that we get input from as many administrative
staff as possible because this proposal deals with an issue that will affect
all of us. Please share your thoughts with us. Thanks for your cooperation
in this important matter.
3/4/1997

Principles and Recommendations for a
Performance-Based Merit System
for Administrative Staff at Bowling Green State University
The Administrative Staff Council believes that a number of important
principles must form the foundation for an effective performance appraisal
process and for the equitable distribution of salary increment awards. The
Council endorses the concept of a performance-based merit system for
awarding employee salary increases provided such a system is fair,
equitable, and firmly founded on these ten underlying principles. By
"merit", the Council means a salary increment that is allotted for
performance of duties that meets or exceeds unit expectations. The
rationale for this definition is provided by the following ten principles of an
effective merit system.
1. An effective merit system should promote employee recruitment
and retention, should adequately reward conscientious performance of
normal duties and responsibilities, and should provide incentives that
encourage distinguished, innovative and creative achievements to meet
unusual challenges and opportunities when they arise.
2. A salary system should be designed to promote internal salary
equity (based upon the Administrative Staff Compensation Plan) as well as
external salary equity (based upon salary comparisons among individuals
in similar positions from similar universities, colleges or departments).
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3. A performance-based merit system may include a component of
peer-review when appropriate. Appropriateness will be determined jointly
by the supervisor and staff member.
4. A performance-based merit system should engender the type,
quantity, and quality of performance that contributes to the achievement of
institutional and unit missions and goals. The reward system also needs to
recognize that there are often multiple paths that may be taken in support
of missi,?ns and goals.
5. A merit system needs to establish a clear connection between
employee performance and reward. A department or unit must clearly
identify the normal expectations and performance standards that are
expected of all staff. Through this process, indicators must be identified for
performances that fall below standard expectations for merit as well as
those types of achievements that surpass the unit's standard expectations.
6. The performance appraisal process should provide employees
with constructive comments that enable them to develop pmfessionally and
to make improvements in performance.
7. The merit system must avoid trivializing the system by spreading
merit too thinly and thus minimizing the impact of any incentive awards
given.
8. Even the best annual review systems may produce salary
inequities or may fail to appropriately reward contributic.ns or performances
that occur over longer periods of time. Thus, an annual merit review
system needs to be supplemented by periodic three-year comprehensive
reviews on a rotating schedule.
9. A performance-based salary reward system shm1ld f,Jster
cooperation among staff, should reward groups and teams as well as
individuals for collaborative work performances, and sh•)Uid generate wide
support and general satisfaction on the University campus.

10. Both the performance based merit system and the performance
appraisal process will be reviewed annually by ASC.
Provided these ten principles are followed, the Administrative Staff
Council recommends that Bowling Green State University ad.:.pt a
performance-based merit reward system. The Council believas it is better
to improve the existing system than to abandon it completely. What follows
are the specific recommendations for an employee perf.:,rmance-based
merit system which is specific to Administrative Staff members.
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Recommendations
1. Funds should be made available on a regular, on-going basis to
support raises for promotions, salary equity adjustments, market
adjustments and salary adjustments deemed appropriate following
comprehensive reviews of employee performance and salary. These funds
should support the administration's commitment to move staff into the
appropriate quartile of their salary range. These funds should not be
considered a part of the annual merit pool.
2. Meritorious performance should be rewarded:
a. Upon the completion of multiple years (3?- 5?) of meritorius
assessment, an employee's salary shall be increased to the next quartile of
their assigned grade in the Administrative Staff Compensation Plan.
b. After multiple years (3? - 5?) of meritorious assessments, the
employee shall be granted a renewable three year contract with provisions
for annual salary increases.
3. To increase productivity, a merit system must be administered
openly and reliably. Thus, changes in evaluation and merit pay criteria
must be completed BEFORE the new contract year, i.e. before June 30 of
the prior contract year. To ensure that employees can contest unfair merit
pay assessments, a timely disclosure of the AMOUNT of the merit pay
recommendation is necessary. Continual dialogue between the supervisor
and the employee about progress towards goals is essential.
TIME DEADLINES
a. Performance appraisal forms must be completed by May 15 of the
prior contract year
b. Merit pay recommendations must be known at the completion of the
evaluation process. (May 31)
c. Merit pay criteria must be known prior to start of the next contract
year.
Failure to meet any of items a-c defaults to the employee being
awarded AT LEAST the average increase given to all contract staff. For
e.g. in 1996, the default pay increase was 3%.
d. A supervisor will meet with employees batween November 15 and
January 15 for a dialogue on progress toward their annual goals. The
supervisor will document at that time an employee's performance which is

falling below a satisfactory level. The supervisor will be expected to
continue to engage in ongoing dialogue with the employee to improve
employee performance.
4. A supervisor's merit pay is contingent upon completing
performance evaluations and merit pay recommendations for their staff on
time .
. 5, Human Resources will review all annual performance evaluations
and merit pay recommendations to ensure consistency and integrity.
Issues concerning the process will be communicated to ASC- PWC on an
annual basis.
6. The annual merit review should be based upon the meritorious
accomplishments over the most recent three-year period on a rolling basis,
i.e., each year new information is added to the file for the most recent year
and the oldest year is eliminated from the file. This will help reduce
inequities that can result from differences in the merit funds available each
year.
7. All merit-eligible employees will be evaluated in their annual
performance reviews as "meritorious" or anon-meritorious". Merit eligibility
is determined by the job performance of an employee, as assessed by the
Administrative Staff Performance Appraisal Form. Performing one's job at
a satisfactory level and in a competent manner is the prerequisite for merit
pay.
8. Any employee who receives a "non-meritorious" annual
performance review will not qualify for a merit increase. In lieu of a merit
increase, professional development moneys equal to the raise that would
have been allocated to the individual should be made available to the
department or academic unit for employee development, with priority given
to assisting employees who have failed to qualify for a merit increment.
9. If the merit pool in a given year is Cost of Living Adjustment
(COLA) or less, merit-eligible employees will receive that same percentage
increase in salary.
10. If the merit pool in a given year is more than COLA but less than
or equal to COLA + 2~6. it will be allocated acc>:.rding to the following
guidelines:
a. Fifty percent (50%) of the merit pool will be allocated as an equal
percentage increase in salary to all merit-eligible employees.
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b. The remaining fifty percent (50%) of the merit pool will be
allocated to departments and academic units for recognition of meriteligible employees whose level of performance exceeds departmental
expectations as defined by its merit policies.
11. If the total merit pool in a given year exceeds COLA + 2%. it will
be allocated according to the following guidelines.
a. Fifty percent (50%·) of the merit pool will be allocated as an equal
percentage increase in salary to all merit-eligible employees.
b. Forty-five percent (45"/,) of the merit pool will be allocated to
departments for recognition of merit-eligible employees whose level of
performance exceeds departmental expectations as defined by its policies.
c. The remaining five percent (5%) of the merit pool will be allocated
to the area or division head for recognition or merit-eligible employees who
have demonstrated significant achievements. An area or division head
may choose to reallocate the funds to departments for distribution througll
their existing merit system or through some other method(s) for rewarding
distinguished levels of performance by individuals, by groups or teams,
and/or by departments.

DEFINITIONS:
Merit-eligible employee- An employee who is rated as meritorious in their
performance review.
Quartile - 25% of the difference between the minimum and maximum
salaries for a salary classification range. Example: salary range X has a
minimum salary of $25,000 and a maximum of $37,000. The difference
between the two endpoints is $12,000 and each quartile has a range of
$3,000. Then,
Second quartile begins at $28,000
Third quartile begins at
$31,000 (and $31,000 is the midpoint)
Fourth quartile begins at $34,000

I®

TO: Dr. Middleton
FROM: PWC (ASC)
Here is an updated draft of the merit pay document, dated 5/1/1997.
Changes are in uppercase. One type of change reflects a modification of
the connection between meritorious assessment and progression through a
salary grade. We now state this as a principle, without any specific dollar
or percentage increase recommendation. The other change is that we
have adopted faculty language with respect to the allocation of varying
amounts of merit raise percentages.
There is an explanation of recommendation (2b) included at the end
of the document. We believe this version to be a compromise that is a winwin situation for both administrative staff and the central administration.

.
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Principles and Recommendations for a
Performance-Based Merit System
for Administrative Staff at Bowling Green State University
The Administrative Staff Council believes that a number of important
principles must form the foundation for an effective performance appraisal
process and for the equitable distribution of salary increment awards. The
Council endorses the concept of a performance-based merit system for
awarding employee salary increases provided such a system is fair,
equitable, and firmly grounded on these principles. By .. meri!". the Council
means a salary increment that is allotted for performance of duties that
meets or exceeds unit expectations. The rationale for this definition is
provided by the following principles of an effective merit system.
1. An effective merit system should promote employee recruitment
and retention, adequately reward conscientious performance of normal
duties and responsibilities, and provide incentives that encourage
distinguished, innovative and creative achievements to meet unusual
challenges and opportunities when they arise.
2. A salary system should be designed to promote internal salary
equity (based upon the Administrative Staff Compensation Plan) as well as
external salary equity (based upon salary comparisons among individuals
in similar positions from similar universities, colleges or departments).
THE INSTITUTION SHOULD MONITOR AND ENSURE THAT EMPLOYEE
SALARIES CONTINUE TO BE COMMENSURATE WITH INDIVIDUAL
EMPLOYEE'S SKILLS, ABILITIES, AND EXPERIENCE.
3. A performance-based merit system may include a component of
peer-review when appropriate. Appropriateness will be determined jointly
by the supervisor and staff member.
4. A perforrnance-based merit system should engender the type,
quantity, and quality of P•?.ri•:,ml::tnce that contributes to the achievement of
institutional an.j unit missions and <JOal:::. The reward system also needs to
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recc.gnize. tl1at there are. often multiple p:ttlls that may be taken in suppc.rt
of missions and goals.
5. A merit system needs tc• establisl1 a clear connection between
employee performance and reward; MERITORIOUS PERFORMANCE SHOULD
BE REWARDED IN TANGIBLE WAYS THROUGH: SIGNIFICANT
PROGRESSION WITHihl A SALARY RANGE, RENEWING MULTIPLE-YEAR
CONTRACTS, AND/OR PROMOTION AND MOVEMENT TO A NEW SALARY
RANGE WHEN DEEMED APPROPRIATE. A department or unit must clearly
identify the normal e>:peGtati.)ns and perfmm3nce standards that are expected of
all staff. Through this pr.:•cess, indicatms must be identified for performances
that fall below standard e;.:pectatk•ns k•r rnerit as well as those types of
acl1ievements tl1at surpass the unit's standard expectations.
6. The perf.:ormance appraisal pr.Jcess should provide emplc.yees
with constructive cc•mrnents tint enable them to develop pr.:•fessionally and
to make impwvements in pe.rfc.rmance.
7. The merit system must avoid trivializing the system by spreading
merit tcu) thinly and thus minimizing the impact of any incentive awards
given.

8. Even the best annual review syst•?.lllS may produce s::t.lary
inequities or may fail teo appr.:•pri:ttely r.::.ward contributk.ns or peric•rmanc:es
that

C•Ci~ur

over longer peric.ds of time. Thus, an annual merit review

syst.:::m needs tc· be supplemented by periodic five-year c.:.mprehensive
reviews on a

r•Jt:~.ting

schedule.

9. A perf.:•rnHrlo::e-based merit or salary reward system sh.:.uld k·ster
cc•i)peration among st3ff, sh.:,uld reward groups and teams as well as
individuals for •xdl:tbor:ttive work perf•.)rrnances, and shoul.j generate. wide
supp.:.r1 and genersl sstisfa.::ti>:·n .:•n the University campus.

1 0. B.:. til tl1e
appraisal

pr•)Ce~s

r-·eri.:.rTnanc.~

ba.sed merit system and t11e r·eri.:.rmance

will be reviewed annually by ASC.
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Pr.:.vided these t•?n principles are followed, the Administrative Staff
c.:.undl re.cc.rnmends that Bc•wling Gre.8n State University ad·:.pt a
psrt.:.rnwn.::e-based merit reward system. The Council believes it is better
to improve the existing system than to abandon it completely. What follows
are the specific recommendations for an employee periormanca-based
merit system which is sp6cific to Administrative Staff members.

Recommendations

1. Each year the University should IDENTIFY, REVIEW AND
ADDRESS EMPLOYEE SALARIES WHICH MAY BE INEQUITABLE,
SUCH AS THE SALARIES OF THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE BELOW
THE MIDPOINT OF THEIR SALARY GRADE. Funds should be made
available on a regular, on-going basis TO CORRECT SALARY
tr·JEQUITIES, rnah:e marh:e.t adjustments and salary adjustments deemed
appropriat•3 follc•wing comprsl1ensive revie.ws of employee periorrnance
and sal9ry, and to support raises for promotions. These funds should not
be considered a part of the annual m.?.rit pool.
2. TO ESTABLISH A CLEAR CONNECTION BETWEEN
EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE AND REWARD, MERITORIOUS
PERFORMANCE SHOULD BE REWARDED IN TANGIBLE WAYS
THROUGH: SIGNIFICANT PROGRESSION WITHIN A SALARY RANGE,
RENEWING MULTIPLE-YEAR CONTRACTS, AND/OR PROMOTION AND
MOVEMENT TO A NEW SALARY RANGE WHEN DEEMED
APPROPRIATE.
a. Upon the completi.:.n of five years of meritorious assessments, an
employee's salary shall be REVIEWED AND increased TO FURTHER
PROGRESSION THROUGH THE DESIGNATED SALARY RANGE. THE
AMOUNT AWARDED WILL BE CO~JTINGENT UPON AVAILABLE
INSTITUTIONAL RESOURCES.
b. Afta· five C(•nseGutiva ye.ars of rne.ritorious assessments, the
ernpl.:.ye.e shall be granted an annually renewable five year c.:.ntract with
pr.)visi.:•n:3 k·r annual ~alary incr•33:~:e.s; THIS FIVE-YEAR CONTRACT
WILL BE REI'JEWED Ar·J~JUALLY, SO LONG AS THE EMPLOYEE'S
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ANNUAL PERFORMANCE CONTINUES TO BE RATED AS
MERITORIOUS.
3. A merit system must be administered openly and reliably. Thus,
changes in evaluation and merit pay criteria must be completed BEFORE
the new contract year, i.e. before June 30 of the prior contract year. To
ensure that employees can contest unfair merit assessments, TIMELY
DISCLOSURES OF MERIT PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS ARE
necessary. Continual dialogue between the supervisor and the employee
about progress towards goals is essential.
TIME DEADLINES
a. Performance appraisal forms must be completed by May 31 of the
prior contract year.
b. MERITORIOUS ASSESSMENT must be known at the completion
of the evaluation process. (May 31)
c. Merit criteria must be known prior to start of the next contract year.
Failure to meet any of items a-c defaults to the employee being
awarded AT LEAST the average increase given to all contract staff. For
e.g. in 18913, tile default pay increase was 3%.
d. A supervisor will meet with employees between November 15 and
January 15 for a dialogue on progress toward their annual goals. The
supervisor will document at that time an employee's performance which is
falling below a satisfactory level. The supervisor will be expected to
continue to engage in ongoing dialogue with the employee to improve
employee performance.
4. A supervisor's merit pay is ccmtingent upon completing
performance evaluatir::.ns and merit pay recommendations for their staff on
time.

5. Hurnan Re:::.:.urce.s will rtvicw all annual perfc.rmane;.=. ev3luations
and merit pay recommendations to e-nsure consistt:ncy and intt:grity.
Issues C•jncerning t11e process will be communicated to ASC- PWC on an
annual basis.
6. Tile annual merit allocation should be based up.Jn the m.::ritorious
accomplisl1ments over t11e most recent three-year perio.j on a r.:dling basis,
i.e., each year new information is added to t11e file for the m.:.st recent year
and information for the oldest year is eliminated from the file. This will help
to reduce inequities t11at can result from differences in t11e merit funds
available each year and from fluctuations in performance that may occur
from year to year.
7. All employees will be evaluated in t11eir annual perf.:.rmance
reviews t.:• determine their eligibility for merit. Merit eligibility is determined
by the job periormance of an employee, as assessed by t11e Administrative
Staff Perfornnnce Appraisal F.:.rm. Performing one's j.:.b at a sati2.factory
level and in a c.:.mpatent manner is the basis for merit pay. Given tl1at an
employee will qualify f.:.lr a merit increase be meeting, as well as exceeding,
unit standards, it is expected that very few employees will fail t.:. qualify for
merit.
8. Any ernpk•yee who ck.es n.Jt qualify fGr merit in their annual
performance re,vie.w should n.)t receive a salary increase. A prc.fessional
development fund equal to the uniform percent=tge rai:::e tl1at w.::•uld have
been allc..~ated to the individual, should be made available t.::. the
departr-r1e.nt or academic unit f.:.r empk.'lyee development, with pri.:.rity given
to assisting ernplc.yees who have failed to qualify for a merit in·~rement.
9. IF THE TOTAL MERIT POOL FOR SALARY lr¥::~REME~·lTS IN A
GIVEN YEAR IS THREE PERCENT (3c·q OR LESS, ft.LL EMPLOYEES
WHO QUALIFY FOR MERIT I~·.J THEIR ANNUAL PERFORMAt"JCE
REVIEWS WILL RECEIVE THE SAME PERCEt·JTAGE lf·JCREASE IN
SALARY.
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10. IF THE TOTAL MERIT POOL F()R SALARY INCREMENTS IN A
GIVEr J YEAR IS MC:)RE THAt J THREE PERC:Et JT (:3'~{:.) BUT LESS THAN
FIVE PERCENT (5.:./,), IT WILL BE ALLOCATED ACCORDING TO THE
FOLLOWING GUIDELINES:
A. THREE PERCENT (3"/o) OF THE TOTAL SALARIES OF
EMPLOYEES SHALL BE ALLOCATED AS A THREE PERCENT (3%)
INCREASE IN SALARY TO ALL EMPLOYEES WHO QUALIFY FOR
MERIT BASED ON THEIR ANNUAL PERFORMANCE REVIEWS.
B. THE REMAINING DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TOTAL MERIT
POOL AND THE THREE PERCENT (3%) OF THE TOTAL SALARIES OF
THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF SHALL BE ALLOCATED TO
DEPARTMENTS AND UNITS FOR RECOGNITION OF THOSE
EMPLOYEES WHOSE LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE EXCEEDS
DEPARTMENT OR UNIT EXPECTATIONS AS DEFINED BY THE MERIT
P()LICY OF THE DEPARTMENT OR UNIT.
11. IF THE TOTAL MERIT P()OL IS FIVE PERCENT {5'='/:J) OR
MORE, IT WILL BE ALLOCATED ACC()RDING TO THE FOLLOWING
GUIDELINES:

A. SIXTY PERCENT (60"/.:.) SHALL BE ALLOCATED TO
DEPARTMENTS/UNITS TO BE USED AS AN EQUAL PERCENTAGE
INCREASE IN SALARY TO ALL EMPLOYEES WHO MEET
DEPARTMEf JT/UNIT EXPECTATIOtJS At·JD THEREBY QUALIFY FOR
MERIT lt'J THEIR ANNUAL PERFORMANCE REVIEWS.
B. FORTY PERCENT (40'lo) SHALL BE ALLOCATED TO
DEPARTMENTS/UNIT3 FOR RECOGNITION AND REWARD OF THOSE
EMPLOYEES WHOSE LEVEL ()F PERFORMA~JCE EXCEEDS
DEPARTMENT/UNIT EXPECT ATIOt JS AS DEFit JED BY THE MERIT
Pi)LICY OF THE DEPARTMENT/UNIT.
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Recommendation (2b) Defense

b. After five consecutive years of meritorious assessments, the employee
shall be granted an annually renewable five year contract with provisions for
annual salary increases; this five-year contract will be renewed annually, so
long as the employee's annual performance continues to be rated as
meritorious.
The premise here is that good things happen when consistently
meritorious staff are rewarded with an extra measure of security.
The five year protection can only be broken by a year in which a
staff person does not receive a meritorious rating. At this point, the five
year contract becomes null and void, replaced by a one-year contract.
Only after five more consecutive years of meritorious ratings could an
administrative employee obtain another five year contract.
What this clause does is to attach a heavy penalty to a bad year.
Any one year in which an employee does not receive a meritorious rating
results in, at best, a sequence of five one-year contracts. At worst,
assuming the performance remains poor, the first one year contract may be
the employee's last.
It is worth noting here that health issues, or extended family
problems can make even stellar employees go through periods of relatively
poorperformance. One should not assume that the absence of meritorious
ratings for one year is always due to free will mediocrity.
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llGSU Administrative Slaff Salary Average and Distribution 1992-93
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SURVEY
Only 10?/o of all ASC tne1nbers (N = 496) teach (N = 52)

5?/o of all ASC tneinbers are not con1pensated (N = 26) or
50~·o of those who do teach are not con1pensated.

Ill

SURVEY ON ADivliNISTRATIVE STAFF TEACHING COMPENSATION
SURVEY RESULTS

496 surveys were sent-- 318 administrative staff did not return their surveys 36%
response rate (N = 178)
1.

Do you teach for BGSU?

Response

29%

71%

D

Yes

D

No

=

teach (N 52)
do not teach (N = 126)

Of the 29% who teach lhe following questkt11s were asked:

,

Do you teach D credit cla.;ses, D summer workshops/seminars,
f•)L' Continuing Educati.)n. Check ail that apply.

Response

S 1%
19%

3.

D·::. you teach each semester?

D

noncredit classes

teach credit course and summer credit workshops and seminars
(N =52)
teach noncredit classes (N =9)

0

Yes

0

No

If N.), how frequently do you

teach?_ _ _ __

Response

46%

51%

4.

=

--

How many credit hours do you teach each semester? _ _ _ __
Frequency not .::onsistent -- see responses on the survey

Response

5.

teach each semester (N =24)
leach with less frequency (N 27)

Are you compensated f•)r leaching crediL classes?

Response

50%
50%

D

=

Yes

are compensated (N 26)
are not compensated (N =26)

D

No

6.

Are y.::•u compensated at the D .::•verJ,)Jd teaching rate, D_part-time faculty/teaching rate,
D the assignrnent is part .:•f my administrative ~ontra~l, U I am n.::'t C•)lllpensated to teach,
D my compensation situatk•n is individualized and Jots nc1t fit the aforementioned.
Response

13.4%
17.3%
32.7%
25.0%
88%
8%
4%
100%

7.

of th.::•se who teach are c.::•mpensated at the overload rate (N = 7)
are given pt faculty compensatk•n (N = 9) but only .09% hold
faculty rank, 90.3% don't hold faculty rank
are compensated as part of the administrative contract
are not paid
subtotal
:_.
are "()ther" compensation is individualized (N = 4)
didn't respond (N = 2)
Total

My administrative contract is a D 12 n1(ll1th c(mtract, D I0 m.:•IHh contract,
D 9 month contract.
Response

8.

Do you hold faculty rank?
Response

9.

75%
S%
17%
100%

10%
90%

DYes

D No

do hold faculty rank (N =5)
do 1wt h.:•ld faculty rank (N =47)

What department and c01lcge d.) you teach in?__________________
varies -- see survey comments

Response

10.

are on a 12 n11:111th administrative contract (N = 40)
are 0n a 10 m.:•nlh administrative contract (N = 4)
are 011 a 9 month administrative contract (N = 9)
total (N =53)

Do you teach at the D undergraduate level, D graduate kvel. D both levels.
Response

73%
5.8%
9.6%
88.4%
11.5%
99.9%

teach exclusively undergraduate courses (N =38)
teach exclusively graduate courses (N =3)
leach b•)th undergraduate and graduate courses (N = 5)
subtotal
didn't respond t.:• the question (N =6)
total respondents (N = 52)

11.3

11.

Does your leaching assignment take pla~e

Dbefore your customary work hours,

D during your customary work hours, D after your cust,xnary wc•rk hours,
D weekends D combination of before customary work hours/during customary
work hours/after customary work hours/weekends.

Response

12.

0%
44.23%
19.23%
0%
36.5%

leach before customary v1ork hours (N =0)
leach during customary w.:.rk hours (N 23)
leach after customary work Iwurs (N = 10)
teach weekends (N =0},_,.
teach combinatk•n of during custcm1ary work
hours/after/weekends (N = 19)

Additional information/comments/opink•ns:
See survey

=
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Survey on Administrative Staff Teaehing Compt?.ne.ati.:,n
ITea.:h ea·:h Seme2t·~r?

Teao:h for r.~::;su Types .:,f Cla2ses Titught I
Case:.'
2

YeB
1

No

.:red it

- -I
I
I
5
11
I
--1,--1

6

7
8
9
10

lj
lj

II
II
11
IT
--_I
I
12
13

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

11
ll--1

1-1
14 _ _
11
-16
17

II
II
_
I
-18
II
19
II
20
II
22
II

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

23 - - l T
24
25
1}
26
28 _ _
11==1

II
II

1_1

29
30

32
33
34

II
ll
lj

I

l_

I
I

11
11==1

I
--

I
I

-I-

I
I

~umm·~r /wl·.9p In.:.n.:r.:dit/CE I

II
I
II
II
I
lj

II
II
II
I
I
II
II
I
II
II
II
I
II
II
II
II
I
I
II
I
I
I
I
II
_!_l

I
lj
ll

I
I
I

I
.•:

I
I
II
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
II
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
II
II
I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
lj

ll

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-

I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

·,·.::sl

J

II·:.'

ll
1_1

II
I
I
lj

II
I
I
I
I
II
II
I
I
I
II

I
I
II
I
I
II
lj

I
I
I
I
I
II
lj

I
II
lj

I
I
I

ll
ll--1

I
lj

II
I
I
ll

lj

I
I
every springj
...

I
lto21
every 5 to 6 y-rs.l
Occasionally

I
I
I
I
I
I

as nee.:l.e.:l.l
Fallj

I
3to6l

I
I
3j

I
I
3j

I
I
31
2 to31

I
21
2j

I
I
Fall I
Fan I
I
I
I
I

I
I
II
II

Fallj

3j

I
I
I
lj
I
I
I
1
1 sem./acad. yr. I
I

I
I
I

·-11
I
I
I
I
I

,

ljevety oU1er semester j
lj

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
Page 1

PM

o:t•*

PEOPLE \-JHO TEACll.

Wtt!:We? &Bttem•·$t·RtZ.· :-"- ----·•CI'

lc.:mly•~i1sat0,J? lcomp•::ns:~ti.:.n Pate

! lo/ ire(Ju-=n·:vl Cr.::dit h.r::.l
every other s-"m·l
41

1==1

I
I
II
II

Isemester

PP...F:_TIAL DATM:ASE:

!

31
ol

I
I
I
I
I
I
ll
31

I
4j
2j

I
I
I

Yes!
II
I
lj
II
I
I
II

rrol

I
I
I
I
lj

II
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I
II
II
II
I
II
I
I

lj
lj

I
I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
lj
lj

I
lj

O::.V·~rloaj I pIT Fa.::. ~dmin. .:onlTa.:t

lj
lj

II
lj
lj

II
I
lj

I

~

I
I
I I
I

I

lj

I
I

I
I
II
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I

II
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
lj

I
I
I
I
I
lj
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I - - -I- ·
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

not pd.

I
I
I
I
I

lj

II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
lj

I
I
II
I
II
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
ll
ll

I
ll

I
I
I
I

.:.ther

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I
II
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
II
I
II
II
lj

I
ll

I
I
I
I
ll

I
I
I

Survey on Administrative Staff Tea0hing Compensation
Tead1 f,:.r BGSU Types

oi Clasr·~ Taught

Teach each s.::me:~ter?

\s.::m.::st.:::r \compensated'? \compensation Rate

Yes

1---3--1-5__1+--+-----1-!----!----!
1
not sununerl
61
1---J---!-----'---I_ _I_ _ _I~-_1_1
I
I
1---J---!----1!-_ _I
I
.I
I
I
I
I
1--346 _ _1+---'----11
I
I
~--1leveryothersemesterl
31
1-1_224" _ _1-\----'----l
11
1
1 11
usuauy spring 1
o1
1--1--l----i---1
I
I
I
I
I
I
124
1
I
I
11
11
I
I
I
1---1-25_.__1--1------'---11
I
I
11
I
I
31
l---1_3o_.__1-J-___.__ _I
11
I
I
11
I
I
1-----t--!----'--1
I
I
I
I
I
I
1---13_.1__1--J-_
1
11
I
I
11
2seminars/yr.l
01
1---13_.2__1+---!--1_ _11
1
1
1 11
infrequentlyl
31
133
1
11
I
I
I
11
I
31
1
l--1.,.-:,-35::1---1f----\----11
.., 11
1 11--1
1
31
1--=13~6_ _:.1+---1---_;::_11--_ _1
1 11--1
1 9to 111
I
I
I
1-1
I
I
1-1-38--1--1L.__-+--11
I
I
l--11
I
21
139
1
11
I
I
I
11
Falll
21
,_ _:_140--t--1=+---:-l-----=-11
1
11
11
1
1 3or41
I
I
I
I
I
I
1---1442--1-l---1----1IL___ _I
~--~--11
Falll
21
143
1
11
1
1 11
1
1
61
l-1-44--1-~1!----!----=-11'---~
~--~
11
Fall I
31
148
1
1
I
11
I
I
91
l--_150-t-____:1:J___I--_ _;: _11
I
I
I
11
Summerl
31
1---1541_
11--_ _;::_11!---!1----!1___1
I beginSpring'98l
I
I--_:_1542_ _:.1:J___I--_ _;::_11!---!I----~~---~
11 Everyotheryearl
31
l----:-=1513__1_]___1_ _ _11
____ I
I
I 11 Every few years I
5~-1
l--1-=-54=1---1f---+--1_l_---!1-___I
11
I
I
31
155
1
1
1
11
__
1
1
61
1---~--4--+--~---L___
_ ! __ _

__1__ _

1

- :~ :L

::r;:;w;; · · · ::>:! . ·

+

J ...... _ll

·1

. I '· .... I

.1:2

.I

·

'iii I

I

··

1~~--J
~~-1 :

;.; ,~ 1 -

.. I . - I

11
I
I
11
1
I
I
11
I
I
11
11
11
11
I
I
I
11
11
I
I
11
11
I
11
11
I
11
I
I

I
I
I
I
11

11
I
I
I
1

I

I

--~;.; 1 ·-- ·

"«~ 1 ·

I
I
11
I
I
1
I

I

11
I
11
I
I
I
11
1
I
11
I
I
11
I
11
11

I
I
I
I
I
1
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
11
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~----~---~-----1

I
1_ _1~-__1
I
1_ _~1-- - - 1
11
I
1_ _1
1
I
11
I
I
1_--,-1
I
I
I·
1
I
I
~--1 1
I
I
11_ _1
I
I:_ _,
I
I
1
11
1
I
1
1
I
1,--11_ _1
11
I
I
I
11
I
I
I
I
11~--~~----1
I
11~--~~----1
11
1-1:_ _1_ _
I
I
1: _ _
I
I
11!-----t1
1
11
I
I
I
1!--l
I
11
I
11
1!---!----1
11________ 1
___1
___1
1
1
I
1
_
_
1-l-l--1
1
11
~~---1----1
I
~~--1-----1
I
111~~~-.---1

· ··
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I

I

-(

)

I

_

_

_

1

1

2tc.4dasse3l--~r~-l=-·-l----fl--~--f

· · . ") · · · · · · · · ·-- ·
-·I

_

1

···:~ 1 ·
T

-~
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Surv.;.y c.n Adrninistrativ.:. Staff T e.aehing Compensati•)n

AdminisLTative ConLT:'to:t Faculty P.anl: Deparlmo::nt
Level Taught
T·~adtin.;'Assignment is
10 mo. 9 mo.
u.:;
!!u
Both b.~iure wl: durin·Twl:
2
1
Business/..<\.MIS 1
1
1
I
I
I
I
I I .I I
5
1
Applied
S.:ience/Firelandsl
11-1
I
11
I
I
I
I
I
6
1
I
I
I~
I
I
I 11 I I
7
1
Physical Plant
1-1-1
11
I
I 11
I
8
1
1
Humaniliea /Firelandal 11 I I
11
I
I
1
9
-IApplied Sdencel 11 1-1
11
11
I
I
10
1
Firelandsl 11_1_1
I
I 11
I
I
11
1
A !I. S- .t~.CS &. Ethnk S!udiesl
11
I
I
I 11
I I
I
I
I
I
I
I 1-1-1
I
I 1-1-1
I
I
12
A & S- Englishj
11
I
I 11
I
I
11=1 I
13
1
HPERKNSI 11 I I
11
I
I
I---ll
I
·1
I
I
I
I I
1=1
14
1
UNIVI 1j I I
11
I
I 11
I
16
1
1
11
I
I 1j I I
I
17
1
Health !I. Human Sv.:s.- Med Te.:h.l 11 I I
11
11
I
I
I
1_1 I I
I
I
I
I
18
1
UNIVI 11 I I
I
I
I 11
I
I
19
1
Health & Human Svcs.j 11 I I
11
I
I 11
I
11_1_1
20
1
A
&
SComputer
S.:i
e
n.:e.;l
11
I
I
I
I
I
2.2
1
I 11
I H& I-I Sv.:., Ul'JIV 100, I-IPEF_, S:..:.,Joumalisml 11_1_1
I
I
23
I-Iealth related I 11 I I
1J
I
I 11
I
I
24
Student I-Ieallh Servkel-11-1 I
11
I
I 11
I
I
25
1
CSP~-~-1~
11
I 11
I
I
26
1
1
I
I
I I I I
I
I
28
1
CEISPj I I I
I 11
I
I
I
I
I
I I I I
I
I
29
1
CEISPI I I I
I
I
I 11
I
I
30
Health & Human Sv.:s.- !11EDTI 11 I I
11
I 11
11
I
I_-_-,
32
History I 1
11
I
I
11
I
I
I
33
1
1j
History I I 11 I
I
I
I
I
34
1
UNIVlOOI 11_1_1
I
I 1J
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
~-1_1_1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Ca~~ ~','

1~mo.

'"'t',~,;

.:;p~

H

1-1-+

1-

-1---1- -1
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all·~r

.:ombination

VJ·~·~l:end3

wl:

I
11
11
I
I
I
11
11
-I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
11
I
I
1j
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

~---~---

I

I
I
I
I
I

1

Surv~?.y

Admini9tralive Contra.:t Faculty P..anl~
Ca~e 1:

12mo.

I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I

11
1\

124
125
130

I
11
1\
1\

131
132
133
135
136

1\
1\
11
11
1\

138
139
140

I

I
I

11

I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
11
I
I
11
11
11
1

.....,...,

I
I
Journalism\
College of Mu~kal Art31

I

I

I

11
1

I

I
1\
1\

I

-I-

11
1J
1

I
I

I
I

11
1

I

I
I
I

11
11
11

1
1

I

1

,.......

<:'!

·:~

I
College uf Musical Art::

I
I
I
I 1J
I
I
I
I
I 11
I
I 11
l__jl
I
I 1.1
I
I
I 1J
I
I
I
I
I 1J
1J
I 11
11
l____!j
L_l
I

-1~1--1---l
_L
- J - -. _ ·1!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ! _ _ _
T- r·- ·· · · ·1 •· l
;,~.o··.

Musk/Performan.::e Studi·es

l==l
11
,-1,

~

T·.:-a.:hing Assignment is

UGI GF_I

t!o
1

I

I

Level Taught

I

I
I

....... ,

.-

Department

I
1\

I
I
I
I

I

..

''1otalr;
...... ..

·,,,______

I

I
11

142
143
141
148
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
~-··

I
I
I

36
12:!

I
I

·ye:;

9 mo.

10mo.
1

35

on Administrativ8 StaH Te:tching Compo3nsation

1
1
11

-~w-···

· T7.

I

I
I

Univerzily C:.mputer Servkes
A.;.:.:mnting, Business I

HESAI

Sociology!
Mathj
EOCij
EDCII
EOCII

r..:.th
1J
1_1_1

I

b2fore wl:

I

I_I_I
1

1\_1_1
1J- -

,-,
,-,
I

I
I

I
I

I

I
I

I

I

I

11

I

I

1J

11

I

1

I
1j
1,-,-,

I

I

1
1

1=1=1
11

I

I

I

1,~,-,

1
1
1

11

1_1
I
I
I
11
I
I
I
I
11
11
I
I
11
I
I
11
1-1
11
1-1
11_1_1

·-----1----------.1=1 .... , ...
~
!5
.
I
I

11t;

Page4

1
1
1

1J

1
1
1

I
I

!. . .
I

1
1
1
1
1

I
I
I

tl

I

1
1
1

I

l-l

UNIVlOOI
Dept. 0f Business Edu.::atic.nl
Eu3ine3S Adminislralk•nl
Applied S-:iences/Fireland3
F:m1ily ~ (:oruumer S.:i. ED &: I-ID I
A & S/ Geography!
Chemistry I
College of Tedmology I
11
I
I
Special Ed. I
I
I
11
I
I
_tlaturz;)/Sodal Sden•:es- Fire lands!
Firelandsj_
1~--~-~
Continuing E~.q-~-- --~
.. ..... , ........................... ,...........

we2b:nds o:umbinalio::.n
1

aflerwl:

durin."?; 'vl:

······;···,····

1--_ _ _ _j
11 -

I

1
1
1

--

1

...

,,.1.. - - - -·

I

io··-

I

.....

········~,

....

············-·········

{j'

I

··g

.

Surv.::y on Administrative 2taff Teaching Compensation
Comments

Case#
~ Co:omp.::n,:::ttk,n 1•::.\'JC:r•od fTom 2,500/sem. to 2,000 l.::• 1,500.l Jot du·= to p.::rfc.rmanc•?, with :20+

yn of •?:·:•:elknt evalmotions, but to bring ~alary for PT tea~hing "in line."

Owens pays c.ver $2000 i.::•r ~arne .:oure•= ior P /T In::lTucto::.r and it would b•? c.ver :;.3,000 if I had t-.ught P /T <.t Owen2 for as many year3 as I have at BGSU.

5
6
7 I o:ondu.:t training for various per30nnel in a variety c.f areas.

8
9
10
11 (Adrrtin. contya.:t is half-time.) Thanl: you fc.r k.::.l:ing into thi.=.! Oth.::r issues (be~id•?3 •:ompenS":llion) abo need t.::. be ·=:·amined. F•:.r e:·:ample, I've run into ;:orne S"ilu:~li•::.ll3 in which
graduate :;Luder.t2 wanlo::d to bl:e independ·:nt r•:adings C•::.ur:?o'':S from me, or \'Janloed me to:. serve on their the.:;is committee;. _l.l.nd, •)f .:c.urze, the infonnal m•:ntoring continul03 afte
classes end. Yet I have no formal rdalicnship3 \'lith the departments who::e student? I 3HV•= grali3 and c.n my •:.wn fim·=·

12 Tead-ting is o:.::,nnected to the admini.:;tnlive w•:.rl:- alays J:.e.:n part .::.f lh•e job- but it mal:ts f,:;r a 5Z hc.ur weel:! It'::

unusu:~l.

13 I ro:.:eive great reviews fy.::,m my 3ludo:nt and tho: fa.:ully in lh·= department thirJ: I'm d.::.ing a grec.t job.~-:. v1hy d•:.es the current sy3tem h;ep me fwm e;irning m0re dollars for doin
great j·::.b'? I .:an mal:e more mon•ey d.Jing something ·~lse and pr.:.bably will if th2 department does n•:.t pay me more for the sen•ieo::s rendered.

14
16
17 My duties ar•? vatied. I will prepare/:?et up labs, t•=ach in thoe lab:, manage the r,l.::d. T·:.:h. hb as well a" visit tTaining sites (hosp.) for our students in the clinio:al pha::e of
their studies.
18 Thi2 is ba"ed o)ft h•)W it wuuld have te.~n. had my s.::.:tiun of Ut !IV 100 filled up.

19
20 J,Iy leaching contrc.ct identifies me.:~:: an !csso·:bte Prufe.:;s.:.r. If I leach belv1een
~ M. AtJY gue3t lectures

e am Fx 5 prn, I tab:: vacztli•:.n which I thought wa: a Univer::ity requirement.

23 I'm just as!:ed to tall: t·) various group.;, dass.?s, or staff- on an ad ho·: basi~, on a he.<lllh tc.pic.
24 Gue3t le·:ture at other class•?S or .x.:a~i·::.nally do seminar_:;, etc.
25 Adjunct faculty
26 When Admin tead1 .:r·~dit dass•e:' should b·= ~td. t.a3is - a•:ro.3s the b·::.ard.
28 Tea·:hes wiU·tin 20 hr wod: weel: ::cl1edule. w.::.uU it be b>?tter for "Cro~src.ao:ls" da:z to b.~ taught indep•endent of my owrl:load and paid a sepanle am.::,unl'? Feels it is
rea::0nable and fair as is- wiUlin 20 hr. worl:!.::lad. ['.:;venu•e ~::!5/J=·2r30n Public Service to Community da3s.
29 I toc:a.:h S"<::3:3ion of CEISP per cr·•.:dit career development classes

30
___3~ !_taught for the !·Iic:lo:.ry D=pt. on an overloa_d rate ior ~ever:,, I ye:lr£. Fir-.:~I!y with the 3uppc.rl :.i rny superviscrs an.:~e o:h<tir fo lh·:: Hist. Dept., the .::,v.~rload vJac made p~t of ITI)'_
contract (5% i: paid via the History Dept.)

3J My teadlint; .:ompen~;~lion is included in my annu;,l .:onlTact (5%)

1----1

34 I am very reluctant to •?V•er leach Ul!IV 100 ag;~in. That is unfortun:tte be.:z.sue it wa3 a GF.Et.T ·~njoymenl and I rec.;:ived ve1y p•:.3ilive student f.::edb;u:L Hc.wever, lh::.se intrinsic
regardJ are not •?nough motivaf_i,:;n to tal:e on thic tasl: when my regular duties demand so mud1 attenti.::.n. If J was .:ompensatc...:ll•:. t.e.:>dl it, I woul j gladly arrange my worl;
~·:hedule

to aco:omodate 40 Ius. on my "regular" job, plus th•e e:·:!Ta hrs. of teaching, grading, etc. I f,:eJ str.)ngly that any.)ne who teach•?S a .:.:;urs.;: ought to b·e

the form of money).
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compen~.a!.-:d

for it (in

o---

Survey on Administrative Staff Teaching Compensation

---~----~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
Comments

Case#
35 The fir~t 4 year3 of my to~adung were at ap-t rate. This changed l:Bt fall due to a direcliv-~ from r J.::.rma Stid:l•?r. The first 4 yem·s of my t·::adung was (o:ontra.:t--wise) on a bculty
contra.:L :\sit is n•::.w cvnfigured as an o::.verl•J::ld, I w.::.uld assume that is n•::.t f:h:ulty ranl:. !-..3 I tezoch "~tudic." vr ;,pplied leeso:.m, I am paid only al 60% uf tlv~ over!.::. 3d rate despite
the fa.:t I put in the comparable hour2 to !•=aching o::.ur£·~5 .j.~manding the same tim·=·
36 Enj.::.yable lo tead1. Plac·~3 me and Lh·= studt:nts I n0rmally w.::.rl: with in a difficult .:onte:-:t. It w.::.ukl b.~ nice to pz,id a little more !Inn adjun•:Llevel. $1,500 for a da?s.

122 r kot a .:red it ch~s- "lighting design", 3 wed: worhh0p .;o;ur_:,~- .:ro::ated by insll u•:tor- '1-5 :=tudenf;3 may t:lb;; it for non-:n: :lit e:·:p•?ri.::n·:.~; do2:::n'l fit into .:urriculum outlino:od
by college.

124 Cr·=ative Arts Program, n•Jt a da:?s {.)r o:redit.
125 I am .:ompensated in th•: amount vi $1,650/ dae's eao:h xme"t·~r. I normally tea.:h •::.V•?r the lund; hGur.
130 Preparation oi materialsr·~·:JUire3 .::ov·~rlilne. T·~ach curs trainir.g, :ooflwm-o;; 2pplkati•::.n. Pro::.bat.ly i:: irrelevant but filled •)Ut the sutvey regardle3~. r..fain rea::on to reply is my
~lief

131
13::!
133
135
136

that all training should be

lh·~

ro::sp.::onsiblity of Uo:S ~ince they do all other staii applkation ll·aining, e g. 1-..0::CESS, Word, c-:.:EL.

UCS pays at the rate oi '£50/;?<?minar h·::.ur; however, I must ta~:e vacaticn titne if during n•)l1nal worl: ho::.urs.
.tu.y tead'ting during wc.rl:ing hours should n.::.t be .:ornf-•?n!:ale.:l i.:.r unless e:·1:.Jicit additi.:mal worl: time is p•:riormed. Earned appro:.:·:. $1;?.00 9-10 years ago.
Will be .:ompensated; d•) not l:now under what terrns. Faculty r::ml: tot~ determined. I-Iappy leo dis.:uss survey rresp.::.nse if n•".:e3sary.
Adjunct faculty appt.
.•.
I arn n•:.t .:ompen;:at·~d iot das;:·~:3 taught f·::.r the !.•lath D·:pt; h:n I ((•0/((•5 part of admini2tntiv•:: .:c.ntra•:t. If I do a J,.If-..11-I 120 lint ha~ evening commvn r:::·:am~ I Vlo)rl: after
hours; oth•=r hour2. are during worl: hours.

13?. Per::•:.nnelteaching ior a departm.::nt (if they ar·~ n ..:Jt part oi that dept. and do no::. I have ia•:ulty rani:) ~h.)uld be o:ompen,;ated t.y that dept. and r·~·=·:ive adjun.:l faculty rank.
139
140 Compe~ated at P /T fa.:. rate fo:.r :=ummer; part of admin..;c,ntrao:t for F.:,; S. Any ;,dministTative staff memb.~r wh.::. teache.:; cc.n3i;:tently semester after .:;.;;mester should hav.;; the
faculty rank of lecturer or adjun.:t.

142
143

144
148
150 I teach b...o,:ause fa.:ult;,' d.::.n't want to teach a l·::.w enr•::.llrn•2nt summer da3S ior o:.nly a fracti.:.n •)f the pay. It's .:::·:In j; fur me ;;o I d.::.n't care.
151
152
153

154
155 If an overload dass is n~·~ded, I will leach at tl1e ov·~rl.:.ad rate in addili.::.n to my r·~guhr 40 hr. worl: schedule.

156

- - ------------------ -------- ----

------~-----

157 .My .:.;.mpenstaion situali.:.n is individuali::ed and dG?3 n•::.t fit the aforemenlic.ned.
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PRINCIPLES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A PERFORMANCE-BASED MERIT
SYSTEM FOR ADMINISTR<\.TIVE STAFF AT DOWLING GREEN ST :\.TE UNIVElt~ITV

The _\Jminislrative StaffC'oundl believes lh.'1L a numb.."r of impc•rlant principles must f~Jrm the foundation f.:.r :m
em~clive perfotmance appmisal pr(..:'CSS and fur llte ..:.quiC:tble Jistribuli\)Jl of sal::Jry inc.rement :nvards. The C.mmcil
endorses 1he coiK:ept of a perfucm:mc.:--ba~d merit system for awarding employee s:1lary in.:.reJses pr.wided su.:-h a
system is fair, equirable, and finnly grotmde~i ou these pri:nciplt>s. By ~'merit", the C.:•mtcil m~.aus a salary increment
that is alk•HeJ f.:.r perfi:.rmrui.::·e of duties lk1£ med> or exce.:-ds mtit e':peclalions. The following principles underlie an
effec.tive perfonuauce-has.;>J merit system:
I.

An efl"eclive merit system should promote employee r.:-.•:ruitment and retenliun, adequately reward
conscientious f)l."£follll.:1.1K'e .:•f nt•rnlal duties :md responsibilities, :md provide incenliws that encourage
distinguished, UJ.MVJLive <md creative achie\•ements tu mettmusual challenge:> :illd up{X.rtllflitie,;; when they
arise.

A salary sy:;tem sh.)tdd be d.:sign.;>d lu promc•l.e internal salary equity (based upon the A•.iministraliv.~ Staff
Compensalion Pl:~nj as well as exkrn:il salary equity (based Ufh.)Jl salary (·umparisons mnung individtwls in
similar positions fmm sintilar mtiversilies, col1eges t•r departments). The insiiluti.:•n should rn.:•nilor and ensure
that employee salaries continue to be .::·omnK·n:;ur:1le with individt~;;11 employee's skills, abilities. and
experience.

3. A perfom1ance-bused merit system may indude 3 (;ornponent of _1)\.'\:'r-review when appropriate.
Appropriateness will be delemtined by and subject io review and approval of lhe Pr('Sident or area Vice
President
4.

A perfonnan.:·e-base.:l meril sysk'm should '"ngender the type, <Juanlily, and quaWy c·f~rfonuance that
contributes to lhe achievement c•f inslirutional and unil nlissi~Jns and goals. The reward systeill also n.;-e,js to
account fo)r J variety of ways thai an employee may support lltese ntissions and go;:~ls.

5.

A perform:mce-b;]S('.d merit sy~lem neeJs to e.;;tablish a dear connection betw.:-eu employee r~e:rformance and
rewat.l Meritorious perform:mce should be rewarded in tmgible ways. A department of mtitmust dearly
identify the nonual exp.xtations ;md perfunmmc~ standards that are expe~~t.:d of all sla1l Through this
process, indi.::31ors must Jx. identified [.)f perf.:om1:mee3 thai f.1ll Jx.low slanJarJ e~:p,:,ctations for merit as well
for those types of achievements that surpass ti1e unit's st::md::~rd e:\1).:-.:;t::~tiom.

G. TI1e perf.:.rnlUD.ce appraL.:-.al process shoold pn•vide employees witl1 construclive comments that en.:~ble them to
develop professionally and make improvements in perfonn::tnc.e.

7. A. performance-b-as.;>d merit system must :~void trivializing thl' system by spreading merit to.:. thlnly ::~nd thus
ntinimizing the unpact of any incentive awards given.
&.

Even the b..->st annual review syslems may produce salary inequities or may fiulto appropriately reward
contributions or performances spre~1d over longer periods of lime. Thus. an mmualmerit review system needs
to )x, supplemented by periodi.:- five-yeru- cotnprehensive reviews on a rotating schedule.

9.

A p.."tfNmattl!e-bJsed merit •-'r sal;;rry rewm·d system should f,-,ster COOllei"ation amoug st:1ff, should reward
mdividuals f,)f .:-vllaburative em:.rts :mJ sh.:.u]d gener:Jte wiJe suppt•rl and general satisfaction on the
University campus.

I0. Butl1 the perfi::•ml::Utce-hased merit system and the performatlCt' apprJisal pro.:-~>ss will be revi?wo?d aru1mlly by
'- ASC, whkh will make recc.nmtendations for modification as :rppwriare:,_.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Provided these 1.:-n principle.~ are f.:,u,,w.;-d, the AdmiiJ.istrative Staff Cowtcil r.:-.:-ommends lhat Bowling Gre.:n Slale
University :J(lopt a perfonrtllll:'e-bas~·d merit reward -;;ystem. 11te coun.::il believe~ it is better t•) improve the e,j:;ting

/.d-/

system than lo abandon it .:ompletely. What follows are the specific re~ommendation:;, for an employ.;-e perf.Jrm:mcebased merit system whkh is spc-,:;ific t•:o administrative sl.aff members.
Reoommendations
Each ye~r, ll1e Univetsity should identity, review and addr~"Ss employee salaries which may re inequitable.
F•.md,;; s -; 1· , made av:1ilable on :1 regular, on-going basis to corr.:ct salary ioo~Jties .• nillke marl~et
adjustmenl.s and s~tlary aJjustments e-"'med appropnal.:: ollowmg cnmpre te.nsiv~ reviews of employee
perlhrm::uKe ;]lld sabry, ::md lo suppc:ort rais.:s fix prornoti(.cnS. These ftutds should not be considered part of the
annual merit pool
Tu establish a dear .:·onnection between employee perform:mc.:. and rew~trd, meritorious performance should
be ro?warded in t:mgible ways. tach employe.:: will have a perfomt.m(e appr.:1isal form plan which specified
performan.:-e indi\alors lO re rewardeJ.
3.

A perfoml.'Ulce-lxl,;:ed merit system must be administered openly :md reliably. Thus, chang~>S in evalu:1tion ;md
merit p:1y criteria must be completed before 1h~' new contra.:-l year, i.e., b.:.fore June 30 of the prior contrn,~t
ye3£. To ensure tlml empkcyees ('ffil cont~t unf."lir merit asses;;ments, timely disclosures of merit perfi)mlimce
evaluatiuns are necessary. Continual di<tlogue ~tween the supervisur and the employee ;!bout progress
towards goals is essential.

TIME DEADLINES

a.

Perfonnance appraisal forms must he completed by May 31 uf the prior contract year.

b.

Evaluations mllit be completed and result~ shared with staff member by May 31.

c.

Merit criteria must be known pri•:or I•) start of next c.:ontrnct yeJr.

d.

A supervisor will meet with employees ~lwe~"lt Novemb.:.r 15 and Janu;uy 15 for a dialogue 011 pwgrl'SS
toward fudr annual gc.als. The supervisor will document at lltat lime an employee's performJllce appr::tisal
1i:,m1 which is falling below the satist:1ctory level The SUJX'rvisor will be expec.trd to (~ontinue to engnge
in on-going dialogue \vith the employee to impmv~~ employee perfonmn.::e.

4. A supervis.:cr's merit evaluation will indude an asEessmenl c:•f the completion c•f perfcortli:lfl.:-e evaluations and
merit pay re.:-orumendations for their smff Coil time. Failure lo de:• so will b.: d.:emed p.:.rformance ~low
expectations.
5.

Tite Of1k.;- ufHmnan resources will review Jll annual p.:'t'f.lml::Ut(·.;o evaluations and merit pay
re.x•mmendal-ions lo ensur.:. C•:OilSisten.::y anJ integrity. l&sws o.:-.:•nce.ming the pru.:'l:ss w-ill be ~onmumkate.:l t•J
ASC-PWC on an a1mual basis.

6.

Thee annual meril allocations should b~ b:lSed upon l11e meritc•rious a~·cc•mplishments over the most three-ye::rr
period on a wlling basis, i.e., each year new information is added to the file for the mo.:;l r,;-;::ent year and
informationtl•r the o9ld~t ye~r is eliminat.:d from the file. This will help to reduce inc:quities that can result
from difference;; in the merit funds av.1ilable e~dt year and fT•Jill fluctuations in performance that mJy occur
from ye.ar to ye.ar.

7. All employees \viii be ev:lluated in llteir :umual perfunrumc:e reviews to delem1ine their eligibility for merit.
Merit eligibility is det.muin•.>J by the job perfonnauce of rut employ~, ns ;)SS('s~.i by the Administrative Staff
Performance .\ppraisal Fonn. Perfonning one's job at a salisf:.~dory level and in a competent m:umer is the
basis for merit pay. Given IJJJt an empl.)yee will qualify for a m.:.rit increase by meeting, a:; well as ex.~e.:ding,
unit standarJs, it is expel"led thai very few •;mployees will :f..1ill(• qualify ti)r merit.
S.

Any entpluyee who does not qualify I(\r merit in thdr ::umual perfomtance review shuuld nut r..c~eive a sJlary
increase. A prufessioual development fund e{lU:tl t.:c the unifom1 percentage rai,;e d1al would have been

..,

'

.

...,.

/~

--allocated lolhe individual, should be mJdc available l.u the d.:p::uimenl or ik~aJemi~ unit for .;.mpk·y~
development, with priority give-n to assisting employees who have ailed lo qualify for a merit increment.
9. If the total merit pool fi:•r salary incr~~nenls in a given yc-.ar is three }X":rcent (3°6) or less, all employees who
qualify for merit in their nnnual perfi:ornKmce revkws will rneive lhe s:rme p.:.rcentage inc.rease in S.'d:uy.

10. If the t.::.tal nterit l"-101 for salary iu~rements in a given yellr is mi..•re than tbr.:-e perc.:'nt {3°~) bulle:>b tlt<m five
percent {5°.)), il will be all•x-ate\1 u.:-.:.~ording to the following guidelines.
a.

Thrt:e percent (3'' f.) of the total salaries of empluyees shall "Jx, alloeatffi as a three percent (31J f.) Ul(:r.:ase in
sabry tu all employee who qualify for lllffit bas,;d on tltdr annual perforn-t.-m(·e reviews.

b.

The C.:'maining difference IJ~:•hwen the wt.1l merit pool and the thr~ percent (3° 6) of the t.:otJl &~laries of

the administrJti ve staff shall be allc..::aled to departments :mJ wlil:> for re,x•gnilion of iliose employees
whose level ofperforrnm11.~ exceeds dep:1r1menl .:•r tutit expectations as defined by the merit policy of the
department or 1mit

11. If the total meriL pool is five percent (5~ o) or more, it will be allocated according to ilie following guidelines:
a.

Si\:ly l-lercent (cj(l" 6) :;hall be all~A'3teJ to departments/wlits to b.: HSI."\:1 as an equalJ)I;:Kentag:e incr.;-aS~;- in
salary to 311 ~mployee.s who meet .:or exceed dep:1rtmenl/unit e~:J.'It'l'lal·ions and thereby ,walify for merit in
their atmual perfornmnce reviews.

b.

Forty percent (.WOo) shall be alkx·.ate-c.i to Jep:utments/units for rct>O?;:,'lllition and reward of those employee.s
whose l~vel ofpertornwnce exceeds do:p;:u1ruenlfunit e:-.."}le·ctatioOB ::IS defied by the merit polky of the
department/unit.

Approved by Administrative Staff Council- JulK' 5,
Amended by Central Administration - June 16 1()()7
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